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The Ch'-Afternoon DG
In Murray And
Calloway County

ravirea
Circulation
Both In City,
And In County

United Press International

In Our 87th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 7, 1966

seen & Heard Eighteen
Cases Heard
Around
I MURRAY By City Judge
Faghteen persons were fined by
(Sty Judge WL}iam H,
Jaen
Dunn in aty C'dirt this week.
Recorcis show the following occurred
Etigene
Dirk, charged
with
stunting, and hied to breach of
()nee upon a time there was an • aze, entertd Vest of guilty, fined
nit soh worked hard all day in $1000 phis $4.50 costa.
the fiekls. It %las summer and the
J. E. Boyd. charged with DWI,
ant was busy cutting grass and entered
plea of guilty, fined
drugging it. horne The ant had $110.00 plus $4.50 oosts.
a grasshopper for a neighbor The
Vedile Taylor, charged
with
grasalhapper sat in his doorway reckleas
driving,
amended
to
When wantsr breach of peace, entered plea of
singing all day
came, the ant had a whole bale of guilty, tined $15,00 Pus $4.50
.,grass, but he had violated the costs.
'‘Ferierad farm nor for over-harvJ. W. Wilson, charged with pubesting grata He was fined $16250 lic drimkerinesa, entered plea of
end the surpka was seized. libie skulty. fined $1500 plus $4.50 omits,
graeshopper received the airPlus given 20 days in ja43 along with.
in exchange few ha food Wimps. $1b0 fine and costs.
W T. Wooden charged with
speeding, emended to breach of
If this was
"
S
'
C 744
9) true It would
peace, entered p'ea of guilty. finbe real funny
ed $15.00 phis $4.50 costa.
B. Adams, charged
with
&Reading a *gide dopy the other epreding, amended to breach of
din which ens a quotation attri- peace entered plea of guilty, finbuted to Mania Pence De Leh: ed $1000 plus $450 costa
M H. (Surchill, enacted with
Says Mania 'What's all tibia about
Florida Ponce? A girl I could speeding. amended to breach of
peace, entered pies of pin*. fined
understand, but a Fauxitarn
$10.00 plus $4.50 °oda
J D. Crouch. darted with DWI
()at earn this morning and the amended to reckless driving, enlauds hurts low over the country- tered wis& of guilty, fined $126 00
ode A stiff wind propelled the Pus %SO carts.
nude along, then s-ould dow to
L. D. Jones, charged with recksit tenhyr ltke breeze HurntY fa less driving. entered plea of plaabout 99 per cent with moisture ty, fined $10000 plus $4.50 beats.
hterany dipprrig groin the fdIed
P J. Puzzulio. charged with
clouds,.
rtuming stop sign, entered plea ue
guilty. fined $3.00 plus $4.60 costs
(MAO suspended).
tt
A whale pease at Blutnayesiti
T. A. Illsiabt, Iffeellinll.
Mg around in the woods
ming stop sign. entered plea* of
the warm hears.
guilty, fined 1200 plus $450 costa
(MOO suaperided).
sport prsodly arought tei a Field
with
Oasts C(deon. chanted
4 Mouse and dehriatii lite at our
public drunkenness, entered plea
feet The poor !lichee tooted rathof natty. fined $15.00 plus $4.50
er chewed and was quite dead
costs.
Field Mace have real short tells.
with
MiXer. charged
3 0
speeding amended to breach of
A pair a Yeliow Shafted Fbckers
peace, entered plea of guilty, finwinged their way Memel the
ed $1500 plus $450 costs. ^ •
woods with their buraton radars
D s Ernettereer, charged with
and keen eveseent marking a
running stop seem. entered plea of
through
the
thick
trees
c'ear path
guity. tined $200 plus $4.50 costs
They fly unerrtnith W•thaUt ms($8AM suspended)
• Mg • sing stroke
R D Hill, chanted with speeding. entered plea of gully. fined
The ramie is squishy which
$1000 plus $460 costa
forces one to walk sort of flat
M T Walls, chart* with weedfooted to keep from sinking down
ing. amended to breech
peace.
earth.
the
:oft
into
entered plea of INS*, lined $10.00
plus $450 colts.
Caption under • cartoon of a kid
Herold
Wane, charged
with
sitting In Santa Amer lap in a
ineeding. amended to breach of
depsranerit sere, **And I want a
peace, entered plea of guilty, fined
daaley Car:Inched doll. a Burn
$1000 plus $450 costa
I Baby Burn same. and • Senin
Louts C)emente, charged with
Coloring Book"
ening wrong way on one way
street , entered phe of guilty, tinFellow sale he shoots golf In the
ed $500 plue $450 coats
70's If it delta any colder he says
he quite then
-- —
A lisaullihd young bride of a
month greeted her husband one
evenirw synth a particularly happy
The Murray Khania Chin will
smile "Your dinner is going to
hear a talk and view elides on
be different tonight, darling," she
AMP Lir countries by Rev Cecil
said "A ns hides just told me
Kirk. Director of the Wealvan
that you have to add water to
Foundntion of Moroi:
, State Unithose detheinsted foods"
versity Thursday Msrht at the
Woman's Club Houle
Judgment is gained by experience
Rev Kirk Is a fine Speaker and
the talk deserves a well attended
Today bi Pearl Harbor Day Have
meeting which will be at 6-30. a
been reading a number of artacleis
KINVILM SW*^sena n said
about this day and the events
which <wrurred The hour be hour
account of this event is unfolded
In a number of article@ One comes
to the conclusion after reading
Bv reined Proem International
them that hindaight Is much betwen Kenturery - Mostly cloudy
ter tro n ?creole:he.
and mild with whiskered periods
Thanks to Mrs. Brandon Parker of *hewers through
Thunder,
for her efforts with the Red High this afternoon around 70.
farms Fend Aid . Claes Folks eke Winds moutherly 16-24 miles per
her make Murray a better place hour, lows *might about 64 High
In which to live.
Thursday 70. Probability of measurable rain around 30 per cent
Well, we missed hearing William this err-oohs 40 per cent tonight
Warhead Have been looking (for- and 60 per cent Thursday. Outward ell the Fall to atfending look for Fraley - - DeCeraldnq
this eorrort It wouki help if a dineftineav with showers; ending
person were twins, then one of and a little cooler
him could do what had to be
Kenharky Like: I am 3643,
done and the other one could do
up 01 beam, darn 1007, down 02,
what he wand like to do
----nark eV Ike'364 4. clown 0.1,
Thai Mosinee' of working in what below dam an 4, no chsrese.
Sunrise 6. 56, sunset 4:40.
has to be done with what one
Moon rims 1:50 R.M.
(Continued on Page Eight)

One of our readers handed us the
• following entitled "A Fable, Updated". It clone from the Farmera Digest

er

Kiwanis Club Will
Hear Rev. Cecil Kirk

1

Miss Lusanne Lilly
Is Honored By Class

Post Office Employees
Will Set Example On
Mailing Cards Early

Most Lusanne Liddy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs G T. Lilly of Murray, has been named as SezreLary-treasurer of her cans at the
Vanderbilt Uroversity School of
Medicine as a fresinnan
Moo Lilly Is a graduate of Murray State University of last June,
majoring in Cherinstry and Biology. She graduated with a 336
overall average and a 4.0 in
CileMIStry
She was named a 1966 Merit
Award winner by Chemical and
Engineering News, a publication
of the An-hot:an Chemical Society. She was one of twelve named in the United States and the
only girl
Miss Lilly was the winner of
an Alumni Schhiiarahip and wits
granted a research fellowship in
pl-.3I-Mae01...,gY at the University
of Tennessee in the summer of
1964

- Employees of the Murray Post
Office are setting an example.
December 10 has been designated
'Postal Employees' Mailing Day,"
Postmaster Nanny announced today
By mailing their Christmas gifts
and greetings early, the local post
office workers are highlighting
their annual plea for cooperation
from the public,
Posanaster
Nanney
estimated
that the total number of early
mailings, if each of the 40 employees mailid 35 cards, would be
1400. "Hopsfully, each card would
be a renunder to the recipient
that a was tame to get the mailing fewer"
He noted that if only 25 per
cent of the people who receive
the cards from postal employees
responded immediately by mailing
an average of 36 cards, then more
than 12:.150 would, be on their way
earlier thaa normai this year
Postmaster Nanny has predicted
that this win be the biggest
Christmas season that, the post
office has faced and said that the
key to getting all the holiday
mail delivered on tine was shopping early, mailing early and the
use of ZIP code..
Nanny *Aso
anPostmaster
nounced that the stamp window
win be open all day SaLureay and
the money order window will be
ocen a half day for the convenience cif the public.

Yfinor Collisions
Reported By Police

MIAs. Rimiteon Parken Calloway County Red Cross First Aid
Charlene sae First Aid instructor demonstrates a first aid techMem wing Mama March ill aft the patient. Don Alley, right and
Dab Spam. lOSt. leak on.

First Aid Program Goes Well
nder Mrs. Brandon Parker
.••••

First steps In reorganizing a
Red Ones First Aid Prosrarn for
Murray and Callsway Cotuhy have
been taken by Mrs
Brandon
Parker, Chairman and Red Cross
Untrue
-tor, and John Clay, Instructor. This has resulted in the
cempleteon of Standard Feat Atel
Courses by fifteen of local eith
sena. This hard working group
sueoessfu2y onnpleted a 10-hour
ccerse on November 21. and is
new launched into the Advanced
Course, both of which are 'poreored by the American National
Red Cease through the Calloway
County chapter In this grout)
are two funeral directors, one
poLcrim n
tito Industrial Wety
dohotorx, a represents.tne from
the telephone company. three Girl
Smut leaders one of theme being
the Field Director of the Bear
Creek Oeunetl, one army officer,
and four who are interested in
Free Aid end in organozone
program locally
The current Advanced romp will
be grad ted Fisch y,
(-ember
9, thus giving them an additional
16 hours of training "Each student is to be comtnended for his
efforts in learning and practicing
skirts which may some day save
a Atte". Mrs Parker said. "Safety
cane:sous hthenl. are an asset to

the entire conanunity," she continued

Two minor tellialtine oocurred
in :he city Wits of Murray on
Tuesday, according to reports ti.
ad by the invesiteganng officers of
the Minnie Ponce Department.
Lset night at 7:45 Dared Lynn
Penner of Alm° Route One, driving a 1966 Pontiac two door harden). was going east on Main
Street and was mincing a left turn
onto a driveway Kerry B. Irvin
of Hazel Route One, driving a 1966
Dodge two door hardtop, was going west on Main Street and hit
the Palmer oar in the right rear
quarter panel $e it wee turning
left. sccording to Patrolmen Ed
Merit and Alvin Farris.
Yederday morning at 10:11 WIB. Adams of 314 South lett
1864 aseinder
feur door weaeon, was bang out
of his driveway when the Rambler
was struck in the right rear erld
by the 1986 Chernilet two door
hardtop owned by Garland Used
Cars and driven by Mary Irene
Garland of 316 South 0th t3treet
as she was proceeding south on
South 9th Street. according to
Patrakneri H. E Wilson and Dale
Sperm.

"Mrs Parker has done an outstanding service to the community in recrwanbang this First Aid
Procrern", said James C
chairman
the iced Red Cross
cho per He pointed out that it is
desnable for every business firm
to have someone on the staff who
has had Red Cross first aid training Proper first aid, given by an
exthrierised person can save a
lens Into Ray, who served as
life. to reduce greatly the pera Beg** atudent-innalonary last
manent after effects of an &esummer, will speak at the Reidns:ken, he concluded
land Baptist Chunth, tonight at 7
pm the is the daughter of Mr.
and Maw. Onewford Ray of Murree.
Miss Ray is a junior at Murray
State University majorinw In histoty and sociology She is a member of the executiye council of
the Baptist Student Union anti
A Bake Sene wid be held In
serves as devcstional chairman far
tint of Belk's Dtpartment Store
the orgarMatibn.
on the west aide of the court
The
Beeler&
Student
Union
square on Saturday, Dviass
sponsored her as a student mis10, from nine am. to 12 noon,
sionary to Jamaica het summer
sponsored by the Kappa DepartWhile in Jamaica Mu Ray workwelt of the Murray Woman's
ed In Bible schools!, bed in youth
Club.
arthritics, and spoke at were/lip
memade cakes. cookies, candy, eterviona. As part of her presentsand poet sill be available for ode. lion Mks Ray will *KM color
The money from this sale will go ranee of her work there
The program ail launch a
to the Arthritis Fund.
mrmtrlo long missions emphaais at
the Reldiand Church.
-

a

Murray Girl Will
Speak At Reidland

Bake Sale Will Be
Held By Department

Zeta Department To
Meet On Thursday
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. L. D. Miller
an Sycamore Street on Thursday,
December 8, at 730 p.m.
Mrs. Jack Badey, chairman of
the degartment, urges all members to note the change in meeting date.
float erects
will
be
Mesdames
Charles Shoffett, Max Beal, C H.
Ruhr.
Puniorn
Outland.
and
Ralph Walston.

WEATHER krfORT

lei Per Copy,

Mrs. Warford
Better After
Car Accident
Mrs Earl (Thelma) Warfcrd ol
407 South 9th Street is expected
to be &aniseed from the Baptist
Hospital at Louisville thee weekend after having been injured in
an autorncbile accident art Sunday afternoon.
The Murray woman is reported
to have burns and outs on the
loft knee cap and cuts on the top
of her head,
Miss Easeeene Warlord, daughter
of Rev arid Mrs. Warlord, a student at Murray High School, was
also hospetabsed, but is supposed
to be dhanismed today
Receiving bruises in the accident were the Warlord's other
daughter, Miss Mary Dell Wailard.
student it Mummy Beate. Brian
Christmas, nehmen MSU student from Louisville, Mess Phials
Hopkins, 2ABU saphcanore hem
Marion and Mire Swie Hardin,
MSU freshman from
Both Mrs. Warlord and Earleene were thought at first to
have eternal alpines, but after
the results of teats on Tueaday
none were found. accordLng to
Mary Dell.
The ex persons were reported
to be returning home from Louisvine on Sury afternoon. Mary
Dell mid she was driving and as
they were nearing the Shepherdsvile exit on the Kentucky Ilrrnpike the car went into the median aryl turned over They were
all taken to the Baptist Hospital
In Lou/swine
Mrs Warlord and Earleene had
vetted then son and brother,
Bennie Warlord, Louliwtile. over
the weekend, arid the others in
the accident had been to Cedarmere for a retreat for summer
wortme.
Rev, Warlord went knutecbately
to Louisvilie to be with his family, but Mary Deli returned to
Murray to her etudiee on Tuesday.
Rev Warlord is the missionary
for the Blood River Baptist Assoctatdon and Mrs. Warlord is the
epeciel education teacher for the
Murray City Schools and also attends Murray Mate Unieerelln
CHRISTMAS CaRDS

FINED IN PADUCAH
This large group has had completed a ten hour Red Crow
Standard First Aid Course and is now embarked on the advance
Study. From left to right front row., they are Sonya Tanner,
(Carolyn Johnson and Sue Roberts. (-enter row, Sybil Williams,
Pat Roger., lads Gran Mary Parmalee, Stolle Churchill, Dean
Austin, and instructor. Mrs. Brandon Parker. Bark row, Don Infra", Dale Spann. Mason ('hurehill. Brandon Parker (partially
hidden), Janie. Coleman and William Britton,

William Joet Thorn cat Akno
Route One Was fined $1000 and
costs cif $18.50 in McCracken
County Court. Paducah. on Mon thy. ancording to the court retort pubiethed in this mining's
'RAM of the Paducah Sun-Dernocolt.

Want Christmas nods sent to
your son overman' Just send In
his name and ecariplete address
and it
be printed in the Ledger and Times so that readies*
may send Christmas cards to Galloway County boys who are semMg in Vest Nam and other petite
In the wined.

1
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Elevated Train Derails At
Busy Chicago Intersection
By JAMES S. TUOHY
United Press International
CHICAGO Tel/ - An eight-car
elevated train derailed on ramslicked rails during the height
of the morning rush hour tnlay.
One man was killed and 25 paasengers were injured when a oar
tumbled 30 feet to the ground.
The cars toppled like toys.
One car fell into an alley, its
Another caw
mittens* sheath ed
hung half on and half off the
tTlacks, one end resting atop an
automobile that had been parked
in the alley
The coroner's office said
death had been reported.

one

The- body was identified as that
of Wtilltun MoCoullough, 49. Hospitals' in the area at the crash,
about five miles south of Chicago's Loop, received scores of passengers for treatment
'1le Chicago Transit Authority
canceled all elevated earsice in
the area, forcing thousands
South Side residents to seek other
means of transportation in the
driving rain.

a

Sheldon
drug aerie
derailment
may have

Kaplan, who awns a
haff a block from the
scene, said a red light
saved several itves.

35th Street station and was slowing down for the Indiana Ave.
stop When the derailment occurred. just after a 90 degree turn.
The CreA began an immediate
investigation to learn the cause
the derailment.
The mottriman, Sam Jones, 38,
was being queetioned.
The Indiana Avenue station 1$
one of the busiest in the city's
elevated system: Shores of permns
waiting on the phtforen
'a the
when the approaching train. as
one !nen put. it, "suddenly went

OS

John Patrice, coliection agent r4,
the station, was Waiting for tit*
train.
"The aers went dining, entry
and kind of gracefully," Petrie*,
said. 'Ithey sounded Sire wanting
wood when they hit,"
Petricia noted the time - 7;211
am. - and telephoned the CTA's
passim
number
A
emergency
squad car radioed for help. legemen were at the scene widen
three minutes.

MSU State
Champions
In Debate

-There was a lot of traffic unvaaduot
at
Indiana
der
the
Avenue." Kaplan and "But at
Murray State University dee
the ugne a traffic right had stoppbathe won era place in the Vared the traftle."
sity Division and second piece In
Kaplan said, "I felt dumb- the Nova* Dividon of the KernForefeet
Intercollegiate
founded when I sew what h&c lucky
happened. There was a lot of Corderence at Murray on Friday
crying end screaming. People were arid Saturday
The University of Kentucky
- men the ones who
• second beleind Murray in the
weren't on the than."
Viansity Division, with Weetern
The train leas eoutethound from Kentucky in third place.
the Loop. Many uf the paesengers
Mike Smith and Mike Mins
were going home meter are:shine were undefeated in Mx rounds of
trains
at
Northbound
night static
Vanaty ooropettnan debating bone
that time were jaen-packed with sides af the proposition. the Unite
Loop-bound waiters.
eci Make shouki substantially
policy (amendThe train had stopped et the duce Its foreign
ments eine Smith lives on Route
Two MUTTSy, Mike Nima is from
Pan ucah
In the Novice Mention, Jack WI
OS Murray arid Sulanet Mason Of
Paduceh debating the affiremeive
How wouki you eke in be mind teamed with °that Smith of Calto dinner and to church with a vert City and John Johnson QC
siren? Few people would, however Pitt/burgh, Pa, debating the negthis ie the method used at Batt- ative aside needled with • 9-3
ey Bona Camp near the Ken- wonnoss record good for second
place in (Sr Novice Dinnon betucky Dam.
Sirens awry rith them connota- hind the University of Kentucky.
tion& at danger, tragedy, terror Callienne Spaulding Coilege was
In third place.
and catastrophe.
In other events held on Fridley,
A bell caning•person to church
or to dealer aerries a beckoning Ken Kennedy placed third in
Dimmarion for Murray, Ed Frank
flavor with it
Anyone who has an old faah- Jeffrey af Murray pieced fourth
toned dinner bell they would like In Extemporaneous Speaking. and
to contribute to the Boys Came Beth Celltryant gave Murray a
may can the Ledger and Tines or fourth Owe in oral tnterpretation.
Fourteen State colleges and unlbring it by and it will be deliverVPIrSatell entered a total of forty
debate teams in the tournament.
Fifty students participated in Inof clitsruenion, exdiviskal
ernporaneoua speaking, and Inter-

40.

Siren Calls Boys
To Church, Dinner

ed.

Hospital deport

87
Census - Adults
'Di.. is. the first time that the
5
Census - Nursery
State meet hae ever been held at
Adinisaiona December 5, 1966
• James Scott, Route 2, Murray, Murray Prof J Albert Tracy was
Mrs Clete Black, Route 1, Farm- elected President of the Conferington; Clyde Cook, Route 6, Mur- ence Last year. It la customary to
ray; Mrs. Annie Stalls, Rou,te 2, lidif the State Tournament at the
Hissed; Mrs. Martha Cain 427 So President's school. The President
lith Street, Murray, Miss Diana elect will hold the 1987-1111 tourKeel, 404 North let Street, Mur- nament at Bellarenme Onlige in
ray; Mrs atheism Loberger. Kirkwood Drive, Mw-ray. Mrs. Linda
Waugh and baby bay, 100 North
9th
Street,
Murray;
Charles
Richardson, 407 South 8th Street.
SHOPPING
Murray: Johnny Brandon, 410 So.
DAYS LEFT
10th Street, Murray. EbliTUS Williams, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Ruby
Grogan, 1624 Harnnton, Murray;
Mrs. ()die Mccuiston. Route 2,
Murray, Baby bog- Dunn, Route
6, Murray, L A. Rowland, 516
South 11th Street, Murray; James
Cahoon, 516 South 11th Street,
TB and
CHRISTMAS SEALS
Murray; M. K. Andrus, Dexter;
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Mrs. Joretta Randolph, Box 341,
Cadiz.
Dimensions, Dezember 5, 1986
Mater James Morris, Route 2,
Lynnville; Mrs. Joyce Fox, Route
4, Murray; Mrs_ Kathryn Outland,
Route 2, Murray; Mrs Jane Lamb
and baby boy, Kirkwood Drive,
Murray; Nat Ryan, Beale Hotel,
Murray.
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AMONG

CHANGES IN DRAFT LAW
•
major issues that will come before the Ninetieth

Congress which convenes in January will be the growing pressure for changes in the Selective Service law.
While sentiment against repeal of the 1941 act will develop at a

munists

time we are engaged in a shooting war with

com-

in South Viet Nam there is a Wide-spread general

Oppbation to the compulsory military draft in the United
States, and there always has been.
J

the strongest argument advocates of the draft
army :A the ..11.i:

about

syste

can muster is :h.:: a p.
.u-ely vo'...z..
- tary

we n

now would increase the cost by four billion dollars

a y

So what?
this stage in history when we can appropkate forty

billic

dollars in an effort to land a man on the_moon ahead

of

Soviet Uruon isn't the freedom of a whole generation

of

to choose their careers worth four b9on more

dol

a year.

ever

been on record in opposition to Selective Service
it was passed by a majority of only one vote in the
at the request of the late FDFL After defeating the
ye

Sena
atro

t military maxtunes ever assembled by force, it is
we deliberately choose the same methods that proved
ffective for our enemies in two world wars and volun-

taril

surrender our freedomss that enabled us to prosper.
e believe a far mk,,e satisfactory method of recruiting
ent man-power for our delense can be worked out than

suff
the

4ystem now in use and we nope changes will be expedited

so a4 to etfectively cope with the subversive elements at work
in
colleges anti %.ttious gruipS throughout the land.

otr

MEDDLING REPORTERS
.
WHATEVER may be said about reporting the news, reporters are troublesome meddlers when they feel obligated to
cluck the speed of the family automobile of President Johnson enroute to church on Sunday morning.

aist

the President's safety. Reporteri saellgey "followed" the
Executive's automobile Sunday morning and were

Chief

totted to slow down when their speed approached one hundred miles an hour Secret Service agents say at no time did

in excess Of 42 miles an

This meddlesome type of retorting has been going on
enough. When a citizen admits he six-ecis on a Texas
highway at a speed approaching one hundred miles an hour
he shoold be arrested whether he is a reporter, or whatever.
We are becoming a nation of law violators and millions
have no hesitancy in confessing they violate a law while
attempting to discredit someone else for violating the same

PEARL HARBOR ANNIVERSARY — December 7 marks the 25th anniversary of Japan's
sneak. attack on Pearl Harbor, a day that "will live in infamy," said President Roosevelt. Wreckage of bombed warplanes at Hie kaM Field testify to the crippling effect of
the sudden attack.

law. What sort of reporting is that?

Quotes From The News
ay rsetitn rheas

nrreamtnomst.

BANGKOK- Adm. Ulysses S. Grant Sharp, commander
of the U S forces in (hi Pacific, acknowledging the presence
of American helicopter units in the anti-Communist guerrilla
war in Thailand:
"We do have some helicopters that are helping out until
Thai helicopters are available in sufficient quantity to take
care of the situation "
CHICAGO — Anthropologist Margaret Mead, proposing
a universal voluntary service system for 18-year-olds with
women being used in stottort positions
"I do not believe in Using wOmen in fierce defensive
fights. because women are too fierce"

It a not just Southerners who
have toilet-ea hum liaised video
coverage 11w' televenoti coverage
of the Viet Nan war almost seems
=
en to Meath Sen J
Pillanti other bleeding hearts.
Many at the news propane on
Viet Nam primal American ineelers
es. brutal The horrors eaninaitied
by the comnathisee aren't brought
home in eufficient detail The procommunist Buddha& monks, w113
set fin to thumped's*, were Pro.
serturct virology as rebenoth and
national heroes, where in fact many
were ranatica who tad been doped.
This is not to RAY Jed =tar
broadcasting executives don't strive
for objectivity Lnekvidual station
owners often are diewallefled with
the network news fare they mum
serve Yet the station owner cr
inerarer has a hard tam =sting
on higher seanderds af electronic
journalism A handful of
minte"
commentators have • free-Wheeling role, and ride dim polgieel
hobby homes as they please. NCie
Is it a Question of balance beeween

December lucre
FRESH VEGETABLES
Mew the enterprises offering the
artaitest possibiatas for in:routing
Kentucky Mein v.-time is that of
especially
production.
vegemble
these crops treed for freezing and
coraiervanvee lord liberals, for con- canning. As population rises and
servatives never have been welcom- the licessewile buys more processed
vended:ilea there is an morearthis
ed on the networke. The result
that television news commentary demand for them. Unfortiulattly
has been a suede outkeik heki.
Kentucky fanners have not partiA good Cti—Se C4U1 be made, how- cipated much In dos expanding
ever, um the netwolltis have every- market.
thing to gain and nothing to lose
At first thought, vegetable Profrom L•Linonatiusg political bias from duction will not appeal to many
video ileAts lbe liberal theenten- IC.entucky fanners because so many
tators have had lona freedom to of them have • built-st resistemse
ger their bees an broldosata. bu to gruiviing vegetables and th..ik
the PtIbik there clays is too well itrimediately of duzip-abor" aud
educated to buy the Methi line hand wort. But modern vegetable
whenever it is offered. Indeed, the ' produotson Is not the that any more.
dame heaped on cothervative pub- Improvements in
varieties
lic figures ,eems to have theither. nischinery have reanautiontaed vegeit did iso vied. for example, for table growisg as much as is has
liberal ocinunersators to keep re- corn arid soybesn*. and much more
ferring to Ronald Reagan, now than tobscos Coneider snepbeata
MOIt,,so an arid tomatoes. for example. They
gavel nti-eiect of
soot. The voters a( tart state were are planted with standard farm
not in a mood to denim an amen- maohotery and
with
harvested
gent oanclidate aingdy because of special machines usually auppLed
in
a
he
till/egad
the type of work
by the contractors. In a resent
diluade or more ago. News gourds .to
made by the Untversits of
In the U. S. are varied, and printer:I )(tawdry to evaluate Me potentJournalism pie.ihe public the re- ials for
increasing farm income
cord of Mr. Rant.-views on pub- vegetable production ranked high
* emus. Then the voters made up among profitable entertreies in
their minds.
several parts of the ranee. In the
The American people. sophisticat- lecheon Purchase. in 19113, fresh
ed in the ways of opinion-shaping, vegetables ranked 34th In importhave developed • powerful resist- ance and brought prohrers only
▪
to littera& bremweehing, am slightly more Mao one-fourth milthe Nov. 8 elections made clear If
ler dation. The University study
the brainwashing attempt.' are not shows that with proper land use
eliminated us the near nature, he and good management fresh vegemagas Gould be even greater gains tables could become the most imconsevauves In 1966 Nevertneportant dem in davit area. with a
illis it is deaUrisna to wee au im- mental Insane of near 14 million
portant freedom—the freedom en- &tars a year. Other parte at the
joyed * taievialon breacithaters — Maas where vegetables couid nu*
used Menotti an adequate sense of high as an Income traducer are
remporralblito. If primed jounahan along the Ohio,
Green. Cinnbercan mausain hat, staneards of re- land
sod Big Bandy rivers, and In
giontilbadies, the ris.d.orte should
the central Blue Gram region.
be able to do the mono thing But
The Horticulture/ Comnatitat of
proof
of
the
the
pudding will be the
Governor's Commission
th
the curbing ot the *end 0001127ttl- Airrioulture
is trying to create greatt•LOrs also substitute opinion for
er interest in vegetable prixtuation
nese
Vi -ilea titety and. among other
*Ow a contadatis tauttished
prosemors to see which ivould be
interested In contractile oupplies
here. Later. &den* propounds will
be taken to oounties stare farm
Waders show an interest In much
trope

University School
4-H Club Has Supper
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There are three requisites to deThe Mammy Univereity sehoor
4-14 Club held a family night pot- veloping a succeeeful vegetable prosupper at the 1..,arreraity mising Industry in any community
N
The total screw of the crop mitt
*hoot cafeteria
be barge enough to interest eraGlen Sims presented te •, pryers= bMMtmi ocepmerclel praceseurs. al on the theme that parents are clivicksal producers must have fie:th
necessary for 4-H Care to accom- barge enough to nettle lerge snpplish their purposes. This was ii- n L and eater and tem:liter
Satiated with • film entitled -Par- westerns roust be availabee
Are Necesaary" "bog with Mr
IRRIGATION IsSIENTIAL
Slane' dicks of various activities
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MERCURY COUGAR
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Starting at
'2,851.22
We Have the Following:
COLOR

FNOLNE

Lime Frost

Red

—

White

—
- -AUSTIN,. Tex. -- John .O'Malley. father of three exMarines and a Marine private, includii.z Congressional Medal
of Honor winner Sgt Robert Emmet O'Malley:
"We're living in the greatest country in the world. We
need someone to protect it. What old man wouldn't be proud
of his own kids?"

289 V-8 4-EBL -___

'

EQUIPMENT
Auto, trans., pwr., air.

289 4-1011.

3-Speed Trans.

289 4-BBL

4-Speed Trans.

Bergandy

?SS

3-Speed Trans.

Cinnamon Frost

289

Auto. Tranem lesion

Caspian Blue

289 4-BBL

4-Speed Trans.

See Our Selection of MERCURY MARQUIS - BROUGHAMS - PARKLANES
- MONTCLAIRS and MONTEREYS
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Alto Comets and GMC Trucks at

A Bible Thought For Today

HATCHER AUTO SALES
.1•!!! liefTteite.0 fier,eope
Matins attack atsPeati

,sirme the "sinner. sit end melee nes
About a tbssue.i.d men went down with the bis Arizona
n

fl

"sP
for

Hai
you
cal.
her
ant
all

lessoning both members and leadIrrigation is a 'muse" in proers.
ducing large ?bids of hien quality
Ms. Sails gave as one good II- vereetablea, the can iunel that will
kzat
the parents involved es I raid =nay for the procemers and
leaders for the 4-H Mob's recent pagans lecroursociy there are
trip to the Land Between the Lakes already many irrigation systems
Vi Kentucky mos. of dawn being
arid Mowed axles of this trip.
used only a few days each year for
Terry Meet, president. presided
tar= Thsae =id be used efficat the meeting and lai the group
iently for
beans. tarnatoes and
Vi the pledge to the flea. Jan Pee
craw ournmereed vegetables
Neve the Invocation and Jayne Scott
lad the group in singing "America"
CITIUMBEItA
arid "My Old Kenuicky Home"
Kentucky already the • revuRobert Scott introduced the epeak- tat.lon for growth, eacellent ouer.
cumbers for pickle* and last year
Members, parents, and
leaders obout 3000 acres were grown in
had an ereloyerhie evening. *cord- the state Procamors are now stoking to the °Meets of the dub.
ing for twice thee screw In lair,'

UNTAMED ELEGANCE

MIAMI BEACH — A ;imposed resolution before the general assembly of the National Council of Churches, critici21ng
the administration's handling of the war in Viet Nam:
"More frankness is possible withont damage to security
than has thus far been In evidence. We ask for more candor
particularly with regard to the efforts of the government to
negotiate and the replies to them .
. and within the limits
of necessary security, whether the basic U.S. military policy
envisions increased escalation, or levelling off, or deescala Uon."

— Christ died for our sins atenrelInt to the scriptures; he
as buried, and he arose again the third dry according to
the scriptures. —1 Corintbiaas
Defetlt at the hands of men was followed by victory at the
hands of Clod Halleluiah. what a Saviour!

NEED FOR OBJECTIVITY
ON TV
As Americo* look back over the
November elections. they may find
tlieeqeelvee eonstderably clieSurbed
by the thereeter of televesioti 'reporting" on election night. Thbs reporting already Las caused much
discussion.
Indeed there is moth evidence to
iraltaie that elected* journalism
has a long way to go in nollasino
the objectivity of printed journalise
In the Dotted States. in the November 8 televiebri corwase, some
candklatte were declaims winners
while people were SRI going to
the polls The abuodanoe et =touter predietene, not all of them
correct. prosrd confusing to the
Public.

Aside from this aelatt of the
attaition, many viewers felt that a
mumble ot television comeneotators
displayed considerable penanal btu
In their odements on the returCe.
As usteal. the conmervitive candidates Look a beefing fIcen the commentators. Some commentators indicated by their words that they
regani the election at conservatives
as a dark day for the United States.
Other commentators
resorted to
measethe or steeringSIexpreesloth to convey the gime message.
It is very tinfortueete the( news
coverage on television cannot be
strictly impartial If a Sat= wants
to Moe a Madam editorial'. it Is
shown
(circled)
planes
are
Japanese
during Pearl Harbor attack in this captured photo. free to do so In • comport frankly !whaled an -editorial " But the
networks ancend refrain from mixleg news and opinion on programs
are supposed to be objective
nem.isemoritatiors.
Itis Ms ban • problem for a
number of ram
The Southern
Metes have taken an apeelany hard
beredig in an linear
manner.
Ibough hundreds of splefidid mhocda have been built in the South
in the leat 30 years, the menet:elm
time a hobit of showing Southern
sohools at their %worst hi any part
of the country It a portable to find
public offenair who are deficient In
"almoner or personal style
Yet
tne network o.ern to have a penchant for finding Southerners who
make a had appearance.

Especially is this true when their -reports- are Iri such
conflict with the Secret Service3ageahriggployed to guard

the President's car move at a speed
hour. ,

Farm
Facts

In 1941. Japni struck American
bases in the Pacific, bombing
Philippines.
Pearl Haehor. the
Wake and Guam islands and the
British passerions on Singapore
air Hong Kong, &awing the
United States into World War II

In 1966, the historic three-year
Artier.csui novelist Willa Cather
eemnenioal council of the Roman
was born on this day in 1816.
church
Catteek
closed
after
On this dee to histcry
agreeing upon modification of cerToday is Wedr.esdaY Dec. 7, the
Ilaiered M the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for traresso.,40,11 sip
341st day at 1966 %Oh 24 to tolIn 1880, lames Madison won tain riles of the church.
Second C3eime Matter.
United
the
guiles
presidentia 1
low
A thought for the day — PresiIMMHZEIFFION RATS& ily Carrier In literred. Mr week Me, per mon*
election defeating Charles PickFranklin
dent
Roosevelt said:
The moon LS between its *at
ILK En Celloway Lod acnoming counties, per year, MAO, elisewharie MAIL
"Never before have we had so
quarter and new phase
"The Ouneesidia• Civic Ana of a Coseessitty Is lie
In 1931. President Herbert Hoov- hole dine in which to do so
much '
bumpily a its Newspaper"
The morntng stars are Mars er refused to see a
group of
REPRESENTATIVES WA.LLACH wrr
cxi., gig
Ave.. Memptua, Tam, Tune & Life Bldg_ New York. MY.:
Detrort, Mich.

1966

II 11.t.,

515 So. 12th Street - Hwy. 641 South - Murray, Kentucky
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NEW YORK TM - Miami, viator over highly ranked Scuthe_rn
Catifornia. Georgia and Florida this
semen, has been listed a 10-point
By Ed and Lee Smith
favorite to down Virginia Tech in
Saturday's Liberty Bowl meeting at
We were pleased to have Pat Pierce, President of the Twin
Memphis. Tenn.
Lakes Coonhunters Club, stop by the Ledger & Times to bring
litbsissippi has been established
'tome important information and visit a moment. These boys as a id point choice over Texts
are never too busy to offer their assistance and to say Thank in the folloveng weekend's BlueYou to anyone interested in their hounds and clubs. Pat was bonnet Bowl while Florida State ts
tossing bouquets to the Hickman County 'Coon Club members a one-po nt favorite over Wyoming
and officers. He says their club could never have made a start in the Sun Bowl Dec. 24.
Tennessee is a five point pick
without the help so generously given by the Hickman club.
over Svraeuse in the Dec. 31 'Gator
It's always a pleasure to see an established club or an "ImBowl ettile Georgia is seven over
portant" person take the time to assist a beginner. That is
Southern Methodist in the Cotton
positively a distinguishing trait of a truly great person or Bowl the mine day In Jan_ 2 games,
organization. Nothing small or petty about the Hickman club Purdue is a 14 point favorite over
*either.
Sciehern California while GeorWe would enjoy hearing from this club or any member. gia Tech rates two points over FlorWe will be happy to tell out friends here about any up-coming ida in the Orange Bowl.
Green Bay Is a three mint fayevents, trials or anything you would want mentioned. Just
mite over Baltimore in their Satwrite us a note or give us a call anytime. We are told that
urday afternoon encounter as the
all of these men are really nice fellows and we believe it! We Packer try to sew up the
National
would appreciate a call Or Vint from Mr. Joe House and his Football League's Western Conferwife from the Hickman club. Mr. House and his family are ence title while Eastern Conference leader Dallas is a strong 12"big Walker fanciers".
•
•
point favorite to avenge an earlier
•
tr.
Donny Kell is a barber in Murray and belongs to the defeat to wourdellgifth.
In feller NFL geneWarGleveland
Hickman club. His preference is the Redbone hound. We
Is a ex point favortte over Philawould also welcome a call or visit from him, anytime! If we
delphia, St. Louis Is a 10-point
can assist their club in any way we will welcome the oppor- choice over Atlanta. San Francesco
tunity.
Is a slim point over Chicago, PittsAfter breaking down a portion of that "wall of modesty" burgh is a rix point pick over New
we encounter with each 'Coon man, we managed to get a York and Minnesota Is rated a point
small amount of information on Pat Pierce and his wife Patsy. over Detroit.
American Football Leerue motion
They have two children, a boy named 'lee J., a girl, Melisa
finds Son Diego two over New Weir,
Kaye, and they live on Route 1, Benton, Ky.
Boston 10 over Winston. Oakland
Pats dogs are "Mingo", a Walker pup, and "Jack" a Red- 14 over Denvee and Kareas City
•
tick. Jack has won two trophies at Hickman in the Bench 14 over Miami
Show and a 2nd place trophy in the "grade dogs" finals.
"Jack" earned two trophies from the Twin Lakes trials (at

Si

different events) as the "high scoring" Redtick.
•
•
•
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Also enjoyed a brief visit with Mr. Alvin Farris. You will
remember our mentioning Mr. Fan-is' Beagles which aren't
for sale? Well, it seems our comments added more "fuel on
the fire" to keep this friendly argument between Mr Farris
se and Mr. Brown going "great guns". It would seem there is a
minor difference of opinion between the two gentlemen as to
which owns the better Beagles We don't believe this debate
will ever be won or lost, but it does make a good subject for
discussion. We fully expect to hear some more from James
Brown on the subject. Probably quite soon, and emphatically!
•
•
•
Mr. Charles L. Ross stopped in to visit a moment and
brought some pictures we were asking for Mr .Ross is our
"spry young hunter" of 79 winters. Our thanks to each of you
4 for taking the time to visit and call.
•
•
•
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Miami Picked
By 10 Points In
Liberty Bowl
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BOWLING
STANDINGS
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGIT
Week of Dec. 2, 1966
W.
Team Standings
- 34t.
-------28
Hot-Shots
-24
Pin-Unis
M
Challengers

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Presa International
East
St. Fences Pa. 57 Win it; Mary 54
Temple 71 Lehigh 50
L. Island U 93 C. W. Post 55
Friel Dcksn 84 Manner St 64
Syracuse 99 Cornell 67
Old Dominion 86 Ca:halic U 78
G Washington 78 Richmond 68
St. Jo's Pa. 86 Georgetown 82
Hofstra '71 Seem Hall 69
Cortland St Ti Oneonta 68
Pace Coll 80 Pratt '72
Worcester St R. Island St 87
Johnson St 61 Castleton St 55
Sihrn Conn. at 80 Hunter 77
Duquense 74 Kent St 72
Patterson St 95 Nyack '7'2
Princeton 48 Villanoa 37
Calif Pa 111 Indiana Pa St 93
MIT 62 Brandeis 57
Enctibaro 99 Slippery Heck 94
Marist 7'7 Newport 68
South
Navy 88 American U 81
Davies-in 84 Furman 71
Wake Forest 78 Va. Tech 75
Aidren Bridals 73 W Va Tech 63
Southern U 102 Rust 70
Louisville 1tY7 SW LOU tgWT*1 68
Loyola Md 94 Wash Coil 73
Loyola La 91 Tex Chrainan 75
Betheny 77 0(nrva 68
Texas 114 Louisiana St 78
W ald 76 Frnkln t. Marshall 73
Citacka 84 Wofford 75
Bellermine '57 Centre Collette 71
Mt. Se„ Mary's 84 Rand-Macon 65
Fisk Coll Term 88 Cedarville 74
Midwest
Xavier Ohio 78 Union Ky. 70
Dayton 80 Miami Ohio 71
Minnesota 71 Drake 68, ovt.
Illinois Tech 60 Mahal Tech 34
81 AnthrORP 64 Win Penn 62
lareenvlie 78 linoran Ousts; 75
MacMurray 133 Blackburn 86
MlLlikn 104 Misaoun 78
Aurora 118 Eureka 84
Culver Stkittn 93 la. Wes. 89
Butler 97 Wisc Milwaukee 86
Lakeland 125 Eiu Care Wis 89
Mitten 82 Rockford 56
Grace 84 Ft WO.YTIC Cncrda 69
St. From. 101 Ft. Wayn- Bib 96
Ill. Wesleyan 79 Cartilage 71
fli Tahers S 139 Judeen 117
Nrn Mich 76 N D St 73
Pt Haas Mo 96 Knot Neb 79
Omaha 72 Nab Wesleyan 6'7
Wayne Nob 84 Midland 75

0

Cross Town Trip
Proves Fruitful
To Lakers Last Night

By GALE GARRISON
Murray Hieh lost their first game
of the season last night, bowing to
Mayfield 61 to 50.
The Tigers hit more field goals
than Mayfield, but didn't get as
many tete IL the free throw line,
or connect an as many, percentage
wise. The Cardinals hit 21 of 30
trips to the line and Murray hit 8
of 17.
Vic Dunn led all scorers with 17
points, Tony Raybirn was next for
the Tigers with 13. Harold Blythe
led Me yfield with 15 paints.
The Tigers got behind early and
trial to play catch up all night,
but they Y:ere paiying as hard at
the final horn .as they were when
the game started.
Murray will be playing top rated
High
Tilehmain, at the Murray
Gym, Friday night.

By GAI.E GARRISON
Caloway County traveled across
town to the Carr Health On and
came away eith a win over the
Colts of University -School.
The Colts played a close game
for the first few minutes of the
first querter, and trailed by only
one point 9 to 8, with 31'7 left in
the period, but the Lakers begin
to pull wean, and led 17 to 10 at
the sourd of the horn.
The Lekees continued to increase
their lead, during the rest of the
game, even with the subs playing
meet of the second half
Stan Key was high point man
for the night with 18. James Crantt
led the Colts with 16
The Colts are idle until a week
from Friday when they travel to
Fulton City. for the'i'r last game
before the Christmas holidays
Calloway will be at Mayfield to
15 77 39-61
Mayfield take on the Cardinals this Friday
Murray High -- 7 17 31-50 night.
MURRAY (541) - Jones 8. \Mat10 17 27-38
ins 2, Dunn 17, Rayburn 13, Beane University School
Calloway Co. -- 17 36 57-72
8, Sammons 2.
MAYFIELD 1611 - Blvth 15,
White 2. Calm 9, Hill 11. Powell 1.
lanebough 10 Williamson 10.
UNIVEWITY SCHOOL (38) Buckner 1, Gantt 18, Barnes 3.
Hedy 2. White 2, Waldrop 1, Arent
Cent. Mich 86 Farris Mich. 43
2, Norrivorthy 7, Overby 5.
91
Luth.
Michigan
100
H111-31da
CALLOWAY 172) - Vialson 3,
St. Jai. Ind, 103 Wheaton 88
Silger 14. Miller 9, Jones 4. Hargrove
Ill. Tenn N. 105 St. Mary III 97
4, Hanelme 2. Key 18, Joseph 3,
Upper Iowa 121 Midwestern 92
Lamb 4, Armstrong 9, Ernstberger
Morninasiide 92 Westmer 83
2.

Southwest
N. Texas St. 91 S D St. 62
Southern Math 81 Okle. Cty 78
Baylor 91 Centenary '73
Arlington 86 Tex. Wesleyan 69
Ab leap Chren 80 Agneeae 53
Sam Houston 74 Midwestern 70
St. Thee. 106 Houston Hope 100
Harding 79 Coll Onarks 77
Oulu:Ilan Baia. 66 Henderson 63
Hendrix 86 Art. Tech 81
Tex. Western 61 E. Tex. St. 30
Tex. Southern. 122 Tex. Coll ice
West
Sari Fran 72 Hardin Simms 81
San Fran St 76 St. Mary's 73
Redlands 115 Long Beall St 60
Valley State 99 Wenn-sant 83

A

High Flying Virginia Tech
Shot Down By Wake Forest

-18
Jet:,
16
Dreamers
12
III-Lttes Met Single Game 'Scratch)
1/111
Hebb* Oarrieon
Mg
Velem Grogan
Found A Hound! If any of you have last a hound, Mr. C. S.
155
Joan Barnes
Harrison has fnund one near Coles Camp Grounds. This Is a
155
Polly Owen
young dog, probably between one and two years old. You may
WS Slagle Game IW')
call Mr Harrison (753-7646) This hound has kind of a brown Bobbie Oarrts3n
221
310
head and bluish body Thanks, Mr. Harrison for calling in RAM Barnes
210
and reporting the hound being found We're sure some hunter Verna. Grogan
210
Hilda Bennett
will appreciate it very much.
Wigs Three Games (Scratch)
•
•
•
483
Babble Garrison
The Plott Hound that has been mLssing is now ore at
459
Polly Owen
home with his young masters A pair of youngsters, twins. Branton Brandon
417
own this dog and you know how thrilled thPy are to have him
High Three Guess (111C)
back at home. We have forgotten their names, but we're Brenton Brandon
576
562
happy to know they have the Plott back.
Verrna Grogan
569
Roo England found his Beagle the next morning after Anna Reg; rth
Splits Caaverted
his ad appeared in the "Lost & Found" section of the Ledger
5-10
Maxine Pewee
and Times. Thank you for helping these boys.
6 7 10
Ann Gretran
•
•
•
3 10
Martha Ails
We still have one lost dog and we appreciate all the calls
Top Yr. Averages
we're getting from you readers With so many people helping Pony Owen
152
we'll surely find Charlie Hornbuckle's Redtick. Don't hesitate Bobtde 0-written
150
120
to call us at any time if you think you may have seen this Catherine Shiner's.
130
hound Speaking of Charlie reminds us, his wife's name, Martha Ails
128
Frances, is spelled with an "e". not an "1". All you teachers Fmrwes Livers
138
Walker
and brilliant people know "Francis" Is the masculine name! Frances
127
Verona Ornsren
•
•
•
126
Glenda Hill
134
nemiton Brunchin
124
PM Scott
.ABJC ROWLLNG LF.AGUE
W. L
Team Standings
8
16
Green Hornet,
,134 10,5
Ten Pine.
13
11
Pelagian
11
13
D I's
12
12
5W11. Reeves
*
10's 13'.,
Day
is
15
9
Blooms or Satkdactiona
15
9
Kentarittans
High Team 3 Games
1439
Ten ?iris
1382
People";
On the left: mr. Lynn Ferguson and 'Jack", the Black and Sea Horses
1374
hounds
'Coon
prized
most
Tan one of their
High Team Slagle Game
534
On the right: Burman Ferguson and a Walker which won Bee Hones
506
him many trophies The Black and Tan is "Jack", who has a Peoples
449
number of trophies to his credit also. He Is the same "Jack" Ten Pine
Senior High 2 Games
as shown With LirOn, on the left.
506
Tammy Lasater
The 'Coon skins hanging on the truck in the background in Lerrin :antra&
444
the above pictures proves the skill of these two hunters and Raley Slices
418
Senior High Ind. Game
their hounds. These skins are a full season's take from both
208
Tennessee and Kentucky. These two pictures were taken at Tommy Lassiter
186
Lynn Stmnek
the close of the 'Coon season for the year 1965.
150
Torrenv Lassiter
•
•
•
Junior High 3 Games
Let's give credit where it is due. We are sincerely grateful
465
Mike Stark"
to Ed Collie, our "roving photographer" for his very able Marilyn Parks
419
assistance in finishing the pictures for the article. A rose Marty Watson
381
to you, Ed.
Junior High Ind. Game
214
Mike Stalls
169
Martyn Perim
_
156
Marty Waterm
Bantam !Heti It flames
355
Neil lefeClain
332
Barry Here
1305
Pael
Bantam High Ind Galina
134
Neil IVicalain
120
Larry Bolen
114
Barry anew
1111
nail Holland

By United Press International
I overshadowed by the suspension of'''
The ler.g arm of reality-has palled l star atiard Bobby Joe ILI:. who
sky high Virginia Tech back down . led the Miners to the NCAA title
last csasen with a brilliant peS
to earth.
Pleating in the minified atmos- to-mance in the finals e.gainet
ahata
phere of the top 10 fallowing an tucky.
upset cner Duke ant victory over
abseil Don Haskins announced
Purdue in its first two games, Tech
saspenaon for "daselplinary
was hot down by 6-faxit-2 gunner the
although he did net spec---Paul Long end his Wake Fare:-t reasons"
fy whether the step ension was
teammates 78-75 in overtime Tue.temporary or permanent.
day night.
The rude awakening occurred Just
Minnesota Beats Drake
hours after the surpriemg Gobblers
were ranked 10th among the ma- i 'Tom Kantia scored 29 paints,,Ail
including a key Up-in in the final
jar college basketball powers.
Only two ether members of the minute of overtime, to lead
top 10-Texas Western and Lams- neaita to a 71-68 vlistary over
ville-eaw action on the searsc Drake... Denny Heerlen sank throe
eatiedale and the mitre of their fire throws in the tin& minute ea
which
opponents cansed little fuss. Texas g vi' Southern Methodist,
Western, ranked seeend. cruehed had trailed throughout the gards.,..,::
East Texas State 61-30 and exte- an 81-78 win over Oklahoma
nt nked Louisvale trounced Southwestern Losesirine 107-68
Score Second Win
Long, who led all scrrers with 25
points, tallied seven of Wake Forest's nine points in overtime to leaa
the Deacoes to their second triumph in three games. Tech. which
traded most of the game. finally
tied the More 69-69 at the end of
regulation play on two baskets by
saphomore Chris Ellis.
Glen Combs scored 2'7 poin, for
the Gobblers before fouling out
in the overtime session.
Texas Western's third vicialry was

FORGO PARTY

MON"I`GOMERY. Ala. 735 - GOV. I
and MrL George Wallace announcad Monday there will be no inaugural ball following Aga.,a6 ceremonies making Mrs. 'Wallace AM- ,
bania's finst, woman governor.
°Beionge of the carnastaigent
Viet Nam. With menet al -our I.
tave sore involved, it has been decided It would be ingspacgenta"
the Witlisaies said.
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DIAL

753-6363
cousresy

PEOPLES BANK

A

of
Murray, Kentucky

OVERNIGHT SERVICE
ST. LOUIS
and
MEMPHIS
To and From
Murray, Benton and Hardl

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES);AINC
Murray
Memphis
St. Louis

753-1717s.
SU- 1415
CEI-3275.
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She'll love you for bringing home this fine chintz!
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Every man can be a hero to the woman in his life, when
he drives home with this lovely, low-cost gift for her! The
Golden Rhapsody pattern highlights a graceful gold and
grey design on white, translucent fine china. Charge it
on your Standard Oil Credit Card if you wish. Start today
and increase her service to six, eight or more settings.
Yours only at Standard Oil stations in this area, with
every eight-gallon purchase of new Chevron,* the livelier gasolines.

We take better
, care of your car
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Ma On Walston has been
Wednesday, December 7
transterred to the Convalescent
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Diviakin of the Murray-Calloway
meet at 1130 p.m. at the school.
CalintY Hcenlital from the hospital Mrs. &eel ()Wanda sixth grade
when; she Mid been a patient for
vial present the program.
• few NYT6ILli. We Walston who
•• •
maces in the Alava Heights comluntheon will be
ladies
day
The
munity i.sal years of age.
at tie Calloway
served et
• • •
Club. Hoateases
Harold L Wallace of Murray County Country
Walnut* Wayne Doran,
be
will
ciramosed
from Lourdes
haus been
01th Vale:Mae, Jr., I... L. Vale,
Led Ii>c as well as a goose"
Hospeal at Packsoth
Jr., Pat Windthin, Well. Purdoiro
Bersjanan Franklin mice pro• • •
Hunt Smock, Robert Moyer,
posed *tat the Loney, not the
Mr. alui Mrs. R K. Restrther, Jr.,
and Hugh Oakley
bald mete. be tie mammal em- Jr.. 806 Ninth litth atelet,
ate
•••
blem, tat he dad not go so far the parents ot a daugator. Nancy
Oka Hampton W.MS, Sinking
as to prostate tint roast eagle be Shone, "Wahine seven pounds,
Springs, wig meet at the church
failand at holiday time.
born llusradsy, November It at
Be maxi the Male • bad at the Itunray-CaJloway Coupty HCI6- IL seven pm.
•••
haid moral tharacter" and the Mat They Web nth other oblidBy Abigail Ian Buren
•
Cathay a bard of courage that ma,
Ethabeth
and
Riehard. aiLAirs.
Th
ue
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161
3 Eitotang
alea
wil
e abuut,
DEAc
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. : and
Whistihe
01111
ung
bire clO
pell
ef comity nuirriod a fine young man,
-south not hesitate to attack a Grandpareras see Mr. and
Ilrs.
cod they eve in another Mate. My
granather of the Beath guarcL"
Earl Compton. Jr_ of Ballhern.
eon? loot Clematises I hrsign4 22 daughter advtsed me that his par• ••
Mo.. and Mrs. R. K Fletther, Br.,1°
‘ ffle PrqfnuIL
pita for my tegnily and gm ban ents address all their letters to
at Batestolle. Ata- (lyrist grand- 1 me
,
.
,
,..m.s
..
Hazel
will meet al , three in return. I tone two brothers Oil& AND MOS." and I shouid
parents are Earl Oompton. Br. at'
sod one sieter, all married. A1141 Vi Use some. tato. I do not obiezt
it 1•30
'
' VII
Parts, Tenn.. and Mrs. C. L
they inve a total ot 1.6 clakiren. to this as knit as what I have to
•••
Clamotith of Fairfield, Iowa.
, I boogiit expensive gifts WI nay my hi to be shared by both tax and
at
USe
•••
JuDicals
°ad In
, muter and her host:and. and to: lbw husband, but my daughter and
Thrtrits Soott Ls the nano °Wah AuXabarY of Use Punt B°4;
" Oath brothers and their writs, and I have always enjoyed a very Mose
the
a
Murat
I &pent saw au bow rebittematip, and there are soli
tuts.
,
.luzi
WM
have
OM
chosen by Mr. and Mrs Tommy
Latimer of 920 North 18th target 114147 Wag" by Mrs" Sam f-ji°4
And guess a hat I got? One gat titres I main like to write to her
fur their baby boy. seratung nine at the chto'd1 at 5 30 P m Sop- tioui mon Immo worm coasion't in oanaidence-aist testreason her
have atkiect up to 120 at value. Does and me.
pounds 3% ounces, born on BM- per Wil be served
• • •
Lhaa 1•60111 fun to you? What do you
urday. November 19. at the MyrElbe says that now Oita she Is
Thursday, December 11
ray-Oelloway County Hospital The
rearmed these should be 110 secrets
ouggeld?
The
went
Sole
Homemakers
(,V PPEO Iron .her huthand, and he should
baby is the fifth generation :in
but
both the maternal and the patermerL
DEAR GYPPED: I suggest that know everything. I can't he
°seven
am.
at
since you obviously do not give IOr feet that I have lost, the ckeeneas
nal families. Grardparents are
•.• •
IL-. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson of
Use joy of ghing, you put an ent I once Mei with my daughter. She
The Hasa Wornon's Club wu: to the hypocrisy and quit gluing Is all I have Please give me your
Issuervore, Mrs. Bay Starks of
Murray. axid-James Ed Latimer of nave .• donor meetear• at the expein.he (ilia. tam it, the only opinion
way you U ever be able to tonic out
Detroit. Mich. Great grandparents triangle In 14 6.30 pm
SOMETHING LOtar
•••
even with that cheap elan is to get
are Mr said Ittre;-•Terry Lawrence
DEAR SOMETHING: If your
The
Eleendisp
Circle
of
the
married
children.
and hay? 16
of Mursay. Mr and Mrs. John
dattgater a determined to there
'•
Latimer of Hazel, and Mr. and South Pleasant Grove Methodist
With her husband everything you
Ohauot
will
base
a Christmas
DEAR ABBY. My ciauchter reMrs. Burt Wilson of Lartut. Mich.
write to her. Including personal
The maternal great great grand- program at the home at Mn. Bel
esseagea try the ishabosse ter
father is Harwood Lawrence of Page at seven P.M. one dollar member may invite uric guest. In matters you II kik 1111 be strictly far
gifts
AO:
klarisn Hodge,
be
exchanged.
town
or
of
town.
out,
Canton. Ohio, and the paternal
her two ewrs.
•••
• • •
•• •
greet great grandniother se Mrs.
The
South
Murray
Herherna.kers
Pearl Moore of lia.Zel
Monday. December 12
CIuti wt) meet at the home of
•• •
DEAR AODY How can people
The American Lemon and Moo:- be in rude? I ant one of those
Mrs. Kenneth Owen at 1.30 pm
•••
Lary will have a dinner party at geople who eat like a horse and
Tenn boys were barn to Mr. and
Grove .126, Murray Court TM, the Legaus hail at 6.30 p.m. All
like a walking skeleton. Most
Mrs. Henan Hodges presented a Mr: Glen Groput WtIliazrns Deere,
Slaturday, December 3. at the and WOW Camp will hese a pot- otarson roues And Their families of my friends have told nse that I
very lovely progrein M the open
sin skInny. and someone is always
moron( at the Garden Depart- Murray-Calloway Counto Hata:. atelL 5.1...pper at the Woodmen Hall are invited
Ward.
weohmg
five
•••
ment. of <tle Murray, Woman's Richard
The Pret Baptist Church WILS
iab head an Thooday. Deeembet Pounds 7% ounces. was born at
st cneothirty OcSodc in the at- 2:06 pm. and Mitchell Douglass, son meet at the church at 9:30
we ri ng nee pounce was born at am. with Mrs. Lotie Jones, as
..11J0111.
talented linty gave the 2-08 pm. They have one ester, toe leader
iha
•••
natality stma yang PIM= Our- Lealee. age five. Me and Ilia B.
The Head Baptist Church WMS
eery book -The Greausa Story C Grogan and Mr and Mrs. Joe
Pat Ward are the grandparents. wtE meet at the church annex at
Seery Told"
Mrs Ed Frain Kok preadent Lexte Weal, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0 1:30 pm.
•••
presided at Ube meeting and In- Edwarith, Mrs. J. FBretton and
Mrs amuse Grogan are the peat
The 0/ga Hampton WILS of the
roduced Mrs Hodges
The meatiness was Orel by Manaparents The children's great Stamm Spring Church will meet
great grandparent is I. N. Burton: at 1:30 pm. at the church
B Wilson and seven
Mrs J
•••
Ohreames scogs were played by of Murray
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
Mrs ?red Gneiss on the ac%VMS will meet at 1:30 pm. at
cord:a
the cburrh votb Mrs. Alfred Keel
A .30.1 buur was held with reas the leader
frearants being served tram the
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a lot
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, beds
Duron the loom boss rttrtanthen so. Magnaier noted. that
121C-I.Z.5 Were served by Mrs
150- may had had one Uwe gone
bro on.
fax .11 - the Pitmans didn't have
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wredie with turkey leftovers
• the week atte( the foes: A wild
turkey probthiy washed &boast 1.1)
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Of Group IV CWF
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The Joy of Giving in
Todays World

Ilarlan Hodges
Presents Progra tn
At Garden Meeting
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They'll still he good for lots of west..
wham your son needs a larger pair.

Speedlace Boots
Finest queity tull-grgined
iteertude upperi manta and
fungus resistant vamp linker& Latex tram antioned
ages. Nista steal 'Feedlot*
Mang Nylon tranolucen•
"Ptiroiates' soles. Neoprene
watt Dm Ames Ps to 6

SWIM me a remedy alto will fatten
me op. I have tried everything, but
I cau't seem to gain Lula' tvolialt.
Surnames pooch I hardly
will walk up to me alai atieth
their fingers &zooid my Whbit, aod
asy, 'Gee, you're Moony." They
would never walk tip to a poram
und my, "Gee, you're fat."
IttY ursither says I on riot that
thin, but. I lthow she's just *mina
that to make me feel better. I have
been hurt in maid isubb by their
../Or
,
rude reinarks. How can 1 111:16
than?
OKINNY
DEAR SKINNY: Silence Is always the must eloquent response
Ia. a rude remark. But do see a
doctor, honey. lie may enjoy fattening someone up--for a change.
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CCNFIDE.NTLAL TO STANLEY:
Asa her. No girl is Insulted by a
proposition that has a gamine ring
to it.
•••

211
221
251
27-1

Tanubled? Write to Abby. Box
69700, Los Angelo. Cal 90009 Pe
•.persona/ reply, incluse a stamped.
selfosaistosed envelope.
•• •

31 I
* 321

For Abby's booklet, -How to Have
a Lovely Wedding." send SI to Abby,
Box 09700, Los Angeles. Cal. Meth

341
35 I
36-4

SUBWAY DERAILED

37-I
3$-I

NEW YORK IN - Thirteen perwere injured slightly Monday
viten a six-or subway tram jumped its tracks in lower Manhattan
during the height ot the rush hour
Transit Aoherity apokearneri said
the a seldom was causes:I by the
failure of a switch to close as the
slow moving train vies reversing 1self on a Brooklyn run.
Becaose of thb open switch, the
tiewt oar hi the six-car train switthed aft the tram and smashed
aleinlit the Ode of the tunnel
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NOW YOU KNOW
by United Preen Internalleaud
Rocks ale hlish/y prtzed for demations in Japan. according tc
Vie National Geograptuc Society
A wealthy Japanese may pay
$4.606 for a rock with an uttermum shape or color.
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bethatallay appasited tea tab*
Friday, December 9
By BILL 1111.,LOLNS
W the Iscattehes. Mesdames Eat
North Murray Homemakers
United PRIM 1113411111166i6111111
SOL Aiton Smith. Carney HenTLIDet.A. Oita ctt - Students Club wal meet as the home of
dee, Aram Ryan. Wade Craerforl.
111 Oral Roberta LInsverally are Mrs B. J Hoffman for a poduck
Disk Oates. and Hiram Tucker
•••
eccouraged to satch tothosion hthch at II am Gets tell be
exchanged
aisle time attah
•••
Li aa part of the new- "comThe lihn Grose Baptist. Church
puter-Asa deal ameas information
.eauevin system" at the shoal Wi
sIN will have a ;Potluck lunchThe $weaty system * expected eon sad meet.tng at Use home of
The home- of Mrs near tato- 141 ampegy earning, by proodirer Mrs IAA Lee darting at 10.30
ay on North Fourth Street was
asenronsc library for students &ma
he scene of the potluck mapper seated
•••
at Individual study statrneetaigOi beki by the Annie KOS Each
Sunday
Currie
The
Golden
anion has athenskin
Armstrong Circle of the Woolen's screan,
earelhones and
control School Chas of the Menerial BapsLaseinary Elusseta of the First noel.
tist Church will have a pot luck
Baptist Church on Minds) evenBuadenta aan tap the electronic dinner Ni the social hall of the
ing
Weary by ci.a...ng a number oil- church at 6:30 p.m All members
Mrs
Vernon Nance v.as the °mad
feign an index of rye-ordeal are urged to attend.
assder fur the prcgram on the lessons
•••
agoect. Illecheal Masons IneJorGrace Wyatt Circa of POO
The (Lead nurober is received
den, Ciao, and Yemen
Others in the system
control center and Presbyterian Church Women will
.alung part in the promain were
a computer selects and Marts the meet at 9:20 win. In the home of
Mrs Robert Ore Mrs Earl Thin4.0
1 Frank ILochnan, Glendale
tpecitied %payment. Much in- 1 .41
e', and Mrs Charles Hale.
cludes television tape recorders.
The circle thairman. Its Gor•••
therinon Idol systems and audio
don Hunter. presided at the [teetThe First 13apost Church WMI3
tape nue-Were
he and the Charles Steck=
The int while system can al- alit close the week of prayer at
-ead the prayer caleodar. Others
so be used to clatribute Uve pro- Use church at 9 30 am with Mrs
attersang were Mrs W J. Pittgrams onguistang In • television H B Brady as the leader
man and Mrs Jean Spencer
• • •
studio or at vahotes other proFoncortng the program the Lotgram pkkup piano in labor-MarThe Hazel Baptist Church WNLS
to, Moon Christmas atterum was
MI and classrooms
wiN mere at the church annex at
taken
Tome covered in the system's
1:30 pm.
The asigner was served tram the
hbrary inciude rut, Bitillcal nu• • •
nbie decerated In •
ely Chen- des.
biology, business sianutistm:nes ILIT11/111110Ment
t ion,
The Olga Hampton W14111 of the
history, madieatica and poysical arid political Sinking Spring Church will meet
at the *arch for a potluck supper
Dir. Paul I
McClendon. uni- arid Ott exchange at 6.30 p in.
•• •
-rsity's director of lesia-ung reurces said the system will enSatarday, December II
ote the student to observe and
AL! rat-.•-tmr,.. of •Ottairen errrollea
my CZ/6VA. MINIM MS and other
the
iierm on new ant advanced in the Nursery Department of
Fon Baptist Church arc moo
Li las before they are punishAll A'eu and Used
to • Chastinas coffee. given to
. ia cc:were-1°7:C textbooks
the Nurrery wafters. at the home
Must go by December 31xl.'
McClendon desertbed the system
of Mrs Robert B•liington. DA'
No rReasonabie Off r
a Step Beard solving some Of
wood Drive, Irciti ten to tweli.
prolakess
plaguing ethcatini
Ref used
o'clock.
1100I'F.R WASHER
kr It will aid the teactser try•• •
to team too many 'Students
with every
much in too short a time
Va.-ity Capers well be presented
New Purchase
With a computerized elertronic at the Fawn Solvail starting at
HOOl'ER HAND
-rage and retrieval,system. the krier. pin wah Joe Bell as the
APPLIAN('E
!dent gets a second look at the meter of ceremonies,
with
•••
sateen]," he and.
Used Purchase
AM studente can proceed at
A norm ore sale MU be held at
owsi pace.
the American Legion Hall from
6-10 a.m. to two' p.m.,. eponsortOF
ray Alpha Seine Alpha sorority.
•••
liu). 51 - By-Pass
Planday, December It
Union Cify, Tenn.
Open muse will be held at the
885-5874
Celkneav County Country Club
fnoin four to seven pro. Each

Shirley Home Scene
Of Annie Armstrong
Circle Meeting
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cedes, Rich .1aquards in exquisite floral designs
with richly highlighted surface Interest. Choose
from a wide range of colors and patterns. Come
early for hest selection.
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Ryan Shoe Store
107 So. 4th Street
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Income Tax

boW

questions most frequently addled bY
taxpayer,.
Q. —
wife and I are both
college students who are =warted
by our parents. Each of us earned
lots then $800 dr& summer and

Questions & Answers

sad
bey

taw.* we meek' ga rdund of
cue wrteheid iwwwe •
ea.

This oolumn- of Iftrestkanis and answer, un federal tax matters Li
Can we
est by the local office of the ff&for a refund without endangerRevenue Service and ing the exemption our wand take
is publiehed a a public service to for us?
tarpayera The oulunui tusgwers
A. — Yea Both of you can file
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morn (tattoo.)
4-Memel Oriel.
9 Nod
12 Number
13-M., e nary
14 Fruit drink
15 Financier
17 Tried
19-Heraidri:

21 f4:17:aiss pored
22-Gets name
25-Goal
27-Native of Wei*
Atrita's
Gold Coati
31 Falsehood
* 32 Munitions
tapabOity
34 Preposition
35 Prohibition
36-Gel's

sMealaM91

3417Ing
mammal
10 Poem
11 Marry
16 New Zootomg
bird
18 Surgical thread
20 Goddess oi
healing
22-Ran &WAY to
be married
23PUpd of fabric
24 i nch article
ted
26
c ref tation
28 Compass pmnt
2S-Cur s name
30-Ai y
32-0be
33-Dance stem

7
35 Buffalo
39 her .1 ire
40 Or, muf
t.ibr
41 Pt ut t.cd
44 Vo.orst
40 lPo(est
48 SpresCs to.
d.,rtg

49 Prohibit
50-Mature
Si Negative
52 Greek rettee
54-Gerit raottad
SS-0.1.14ms
56-Before
59-Sun god
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a return to get rum remit'. Your
parents nal still claim exesuptions
tor you and your wife if they provided mote than bait the aupport
for each of you.
Q. — I owe sane taxes for last
year. When I was called into your
Gatos about thie, they 8W they
wogd Wads toy sukary unioss I
Wood to rale k,tp. Could you realty attach My Wary?
A. — Under the km, Ilia may
attrioli salaries and other property
when it is isallesilery to prOoseit the
revenue. These immures are taken
may who& a gimps re:um or
negleme to sandy * tax liviteeity.
Q — I came into a Knell inhentterce. Do I have to deciafe
Ibex as atomic whin I Ide my
fectena totxxoe tax return?
A — No. There as no federal income tax on inheritances There
in a Lacier's' emate tax, howe vet,
which so levted on the total aiheriClaws before It. is distributed to L.A.
beradxserres. broom lram your intwarucci property is usiebie marine
Q. — How awn will the new tax
forma be ready? I *ant to get my
ruturad as soon as I an.
A. — Tax tonne artS no available
at IRA offices as well ea at many
pod wares did otatik.s the lbstof
the year. at taxpayers snll receive eons a Maor itlIttlit tax
package in the matt
Q. — Esser7,-e,I hell) one
of our kami chorine.' With that
fund-zalskd drive. Oan I take a
do:Motion for the tend I devote to
this?
A — No, the value of your time
or snorioes is not deductible. Any
out of pocket expersess you incur
as a reboil, of the coe--roible week
rimy be deducted as a obegillehle
contribution.
Q — Can you tell me what a
we
sale a? I've been UM term
teed frequently in isonneoLion with
taxer.
A — A wash sake traiaily refers
to the sale of financial securities
such as MMeig3 •nd bombs.
A wash male mourn when you
aell some stock and within *3 days
before or after she sale, buy that
stock, or substantially atook. 11,to
akmo • wash see V the purchase
was inade by your wile or a seepcoition you control.

leatog isolate SY

Pa,

ter•

Special Black Angus
COW SALE

The tax tigrencence t:
cedwash
sad is that see 1011•88 atv
Are
not tax clicluellnis but are added
to the bads of tbe newly acquired
stock Yi C199:19/011 all aSteel to
take • Ices en your Om Mug and
bee miawaromite the MIMI lie&
ragtag 30 days. Gains heft a =mg
sale are taxable 1.03011818.

450 HEAD OUTSTANDING YOUNG LOWS
1050 lbs. to 1100 lbs.
All Will Br T.B. and -Bang Tested
and Can Go Anywhere

•
MURRAY. EENTUDEE
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CLASSIFliDADS

Tbe ore carrier Daniel .1. ?dorm% 600 feet long. In a resent
photo.

THE KEY TO
HAPPIER HOLIDAYS
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COAST GUARD helicopter, hover low to examtne a Life raft from the ore carrier Daniel
.t. Morrell, which broke in two and sank in a Lake Huron storm. The lone
survivor of
the 29 men aboard la Dennis Hale, 26, Ashtabula, Ohio.

Johnson Mcnday, the Federal Notrona& Mortgage Amodullen--hetter
lonsern as "Pane/ IlIar—edll buy
$360 million worth MYRA and VA
mixt:aggro on igge-hanly homers.
The purchaser are in turn expected to make it easter for prospective home builders or boys in
eh categories to get bona.
Hobert C Weaver. secretary of
housing and urban development.
WASHINOTQN 179 — The money mid the Penny May funck; should
famine In the home mortgage mar- lewd to the construction of about
ket us amected to ease over the 16,1100 homes, boosung the digressnese several months as the first ed honiebulkling induatry.
qtalKtri Whim dollars in epecial
The knits on the value of mortjederal Agilig begins to reach home gages Penny May will buy are
$16,000 except In certain hgh-cost
from President arena Where the ceding will be
Under en maker
•
1117.600.: In Matra Hawaii and
Gums It will be r2.s30

Money Famine
Expected To
Ease Soon

The $250 million is one-fourth
the amount Congress authorized
reinny May to spend under special
bighbetion intended to loosen the
light money market
The decline in housing starts is
related to heavy demands for ce4,tfrom limbed and to
tol
havernment borrowing for the war
fa Viet Nem. Bones at there credit demands, mortgage funds have
been in abort supply.

is a Shopper's Loan,
from terail

• C.'

Good times are even better when yout
Holiday plans begin with a visit to our
office. With a handy Shopper's Loan, you'll
be able to shop with cash and save! An
added advantage — only one convenient
monthly payment instead of the usual
deluge of bills in January. Visit or call us
for your Holiday Loan today.

Holiday Loans $50 to $800

Southside Shopping Center

Phone: 753-6702

Murray. Kentucky
_Aar

250 LOWS WITH CALVES AT SIDES
200 SPRINGER COWS

Sat., Dec.10th at 1:00 p.m.
•

•

- at

Murray Livestock
Company
Murray, Kentucky
For Further Information, Phone
Stockyard - - - 753-5334

%t
41111.04
•

THEY'RE HEALTHY TOOL'd:sdwia),::
&fins," say pretty Aquamaids Ulla Nymann and Judy Scotter,
"we know another way to keep people healthy. Fight tuberculosis
...resorting Christmas Seals.
and al °dm resPieuteeeff elk"-

ATTENTION-TOBACCO GROWERS
•

Because of the recent changes in the Federal Wage and Hour Laws, and because ot
the acute labor shortages in this area, the following dark fired and air cured loose
leaf floors in Murray and Mayfield have agreed not to receive any tobacco after 6 p.m.
Qt0WERS LOOSE

LEAF FLOOR

DORANS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

I
FLOURS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

NAY!IELD LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

J. B. BEIMEHRIES LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

1-1

923,44142.

A Gift Subscription to the daily Ledger
and Times will be remembered and
appreciated throughout the year to
come. We send a gift for you.

•
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Dealer and Artist Fashion Auto-Art

Happenings at Calloway
County High School
By
Filen Watson

I have fast returned from the
most wonderful trip that a 4-H
member could make—the trip to
National 4-H Club Cowers in
cago All the delegate* are datu.
secuonal. and nations/ venom In
4-H prowls arid aolletties sumvised by the artenslion
These delegates represent AMMO
4a in the 50 states and Peern
to !bro
There were three state winners
train Western Ky.: these were Mary
Camper. state Dress Revue Chainpion; Jerry Vturtti, State winner
in community Beautification; and
myself, state champion in Home
Improvement. We left Paducah at
noon Priday to drhe to Lexington,
..a.1(1..4, there 'ems 7.00 p m hi
• drizzling rato. The era were to
stay at Hanlitan Arouse that night.
D d you ever try to find an unmarked dormitcsy that you didn't
know v.(riere wax In • rain at night?
Well, muff said!

Ii

Chicago, Ill—Chryslers and Plymouths ' custom-paint cars for buyers wishing to
broke out in checks, stripes and floral pat- ! express their individuality. The new art
terns here as an enterprising automobile form is the brainchild of Chicago Chrysler.
dealer and a contemporary artist collabo- Plymouth dealer Mel Wolff and the
rated to create Auto-Art. They plan toi ing was done by Tom S:robeL

paint-

The delegates who had father-xi
at Lexington left early the next
morning at 5 30 a. to.. stopping off
Louisville about 7:00 for breakat
fast we
cago aiout
wiredin ah,
m aatultiby. We al stayed
3:30 p.
at the Conrad Mace Hotel, tamed
as the wertd's begot hotel. An
Orientation Meeting was held jir...t
after arriving for all the Ky. delegation in the Kentucky Room at
the Hotel. This roam was treed as
meeting place for delegates from
all asses. We gave gnus seeds and
totaoro seeds to delegates from
other states. and there were also
the tobacco pewits exfoliated there
: delegate.; had never wen toMar.,
--

Fresh All-Jersey
All-Jersey Milk, produced on nearby farms,
is rushed to Ryan's plant in Murray to be
processed and packaged for daily delivery
to your local food market. Ryan's AllJersey Milk is indeed miles closer ind days
fresher.

Flavorful All-Jersey

MILES CLOSER
DAYS FRESHER!

For a real taste treat, enjoy full-bodied flavorful All-Jersey Milk. The milk naturally
endowed with up to I 2f,-0 more milk solids
which gives that rich full-flavor. People
who know milk usually prefer All-Jersey
Milk.

Rich All-Jersey
Laboratory analysis by both independent
and government labs have proven over and
over again the nutritional superiority of
Jersey milk. Recent tests in this area show
All-Jersey Milk to contain up to 19% more
protein than other milks. All-Jersey Milk
is also rich in calcium and phosphorus and
other elements vital to good health.

bacco. On he wall was a map of
the U. S. and each visitor to the
Ky. roam placed a pin cn the map
ahowing where he or she came
from. By the time we left, our map
vim full at erns.
Poflowing Orientation, I left to
attend a pram ainference. Here a
tope mos aim made that will be
sent to the Paducah station later
in the year. At this press conference
I was told that I sus the youngest
delegate from all the U. S. Canada,
Puerto Rioo, and other countries,
in the Home Improvement Project,
sod I believe that I was the youngeel deiegate from the State of Ky.,
aim attending this Congress.
Sathay night a Cat Acilhainted
Party was held in the International
Ragroim of the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Standard Brans Inc turribbed
the refreehmenta.
On Sunday we all attended
Church Services at the Central
Churtti at Orcheara Halt. The
speaker was Dr Hildebrand and
he spoke on "Allegiance to Itwellence" keeping in step with the
theme at the Congress "Pursuit of
MEMElenee.. DUring this serrice,
-Miss American Teenager" spoke
to us about her experience and how
die achieved this title. The West
Alph School A Capella Choir furnimbed the musk. This Choir is made
up of 463 atudsits of the chloral
deportment and are all junior and
seniors in nigh schocl. The choir
rehearses every caly.
The arida* opening at 4-H Club
Congress was given /rater on Sundoy afternoon in the Grand Hall
Room of the Hotel. which Is lighted beautiful chandeliers. Ptincaring
this various companies that are
donor companies held Get-Acquainted suppers for some of the stste

winners. For thr)se winners whose
gponsor company did not give a
supper that night, they either had
to do without or pay outregeoue
prices for what they did WY
Would
you believe $2.35 kr a hamburger,
room service, or 25c for a glass of
Ice with • little mite in it. Generally the three of us in the room
ended tap ordering • couple of bottled cokes from room service and
dividing them between in.
Sunday nignt we went again to
orctiestra Hall and latened to the
Chicago tawdry Evening Club.
is
is a nesa-moterian service and Anthems were sung by the Viking
Oh' At 9:00 p, m. we returned
to our rooms to rest for the next
clays activities. (Continued).

'LIMES FILE
Efforts are underway here by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce to get a new maximum Federal prison located in
Calloway County. The government has announced it is seeking a location somewhere in the central part of the United
States, preferably in Southwest Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois,
and eastern Missouri or Arkansas.
status of
Eighty per cent complete. That is the current
women now
Woods Hall, new million dollar dormitory for
rising on the Murray State campus.
of MurAn electric organ for use in the new gymnasium
Ed Settle,
ray State College has been given to the College by
first use tolocal business man. The new organ will see its
night during the game with West Texas State.

— U.S. CHOICE —

Chuck Roast
LB.

3gic
I.G.A.

FRESH

FLAVOR-KIST

Breast

,
43
lb

FOI,GERS
INSTANT

Coffee

FoR 89e
SLAB BACON
In th e Piece
nc
JIb

19'

DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLEGRAPEFRUIT

BREEZE

Detergent
Giant Size

46-02. Can

59c

F
R
40

CHUCK WAGON

Steaks

No. 303 Can

29'
Drink

10-0z. Jar

1.09

Corn

I -1.b. Box

ICEBERG

Lettuce

2,29,
Large Head

_TANGERINES
I qe
FLORIDA ORANGES
5
qeliag
-Lb.

%hove Prices Good Through Tuesday, December 13, 1966 - Ouantity Purchases Limited

Open 24 Hours A Day ... Closed Sundays
Items Below Are Our Everyday Low Prices . . .
I.G.A. WAXED - 100 Ft. Roll

I.GA. - I-Lb. Box

Crackers

23c Paper 2 49c
ROSEDALE DICED - No. 313 Can

JAR

AUGUST 36,600

YELLOW

Crackers

* on.

JULY 211,300

WHOLE KERNEL

CHICKEN

Murray Hospital
cenais — Adults
.. Ii
Nursery
5
Aessissillsas. December 4. INS
Mrothe Oakley, 626
Dalai Murray: Miss Mavis DrSIB Vine &amt. Murray:
•
Peal JOS Lee, 15011 Cardinal Drive,
-MOW: leg
Aationioa,
NS Nor& Oh Street, blunter
MA. Dela Mier. Route 4. Marley; YR Vera Taylor, Route 6
Benton; Mrs Irene Pickard. Route
1, Lem Ocoee Master Keith Eduardo, Route 1 Alrno: Mrs. Mary
r.Bodoni, iszi west olive. Murray; Mrs Ruth WIlson. An 47
Noble Wileon, Box 47
Mama: Mrs Lancia Dunn, Route
I
Mammy
Diembeala Recruiter 4, AU
lialre. Minnie Clayton, Route 1,
Buckman Tenb; Paid Monis,
Route 3, Murray; Bud alanning.
Route I, Paeraini600: 166- laced
Duncan. 7= Nadi Driv,. Murray:
Mae Judith A. Thompson. 1023
/harp Street. Murray. Ma Mavis
Darnell, 406 Vine Street. Murray

Ten Years Ago Today

Baby Food 9c BEETS

10c

I.G.A. PUFFED - 6-0z. Bag
t'kl;ti or TONY'

19c

DogFood6i49c Wheat
SEPTEMBER 37,300
IN THE PIECE

O SH'S PINTO - No. 303 Can

Beans 3 29c Bologna
OCTOBER 49,200

('an

CANNED

Fresh-Flavorful-Nutrition Rich

lb

10X POWDERED - 24-Lb. Bag

8c Sugar

BISCUITS

39c
45c

NOVEMBER 37,600
DLDWATER WASH ROYAL - 8- 07

ALL-JERSEY MILK
"At Your Store or At Your Door"

CHOC. COVERED - 12-0z. Box

Woolyn
DECEMBER 12,100

62c Cherries

PILLSBURY SELF-RISING - 5-Lb. Rag

RYAN MILK COMPANY

FLOUR

49c

•

SLICED

68c Country Ham

JANUARY 27,600

Murray, Kentucky,

DRAFT CALLS — Them drat
calls since July show a peak
In October, with a big drop
for December and a jump for
January. All January Inductees will go to the Army.

II

N

round

•

STORE-COOK ED BA R-R-Q

Beef Stew 69c Chicken

C
lb

69

•

56
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• SELL.RENT • SWAP.MIRE • BUY•SELL.RENT• SWAP•HIRE • Bi..Or • SELL•RENT• SWAP•HIRE'

el

• /1/ 1Y • !;/7- LL• P.

Of
in
ked

MEN WANTED-Bs Money-Some
travel-Permanent employment. In(Sure at Masa Motel, ROOM 30, evenings after 7:00 p m.
I3-7-P

PIANOS FOB CHRISTMAS. Story
and Clark. Grand. Low over head,
terms. Reed's Mueic Manor, 5 miles
So. of Benton. on Benton-Mayfield
E. at Harvey. Open evenings,
Dec. 31-C
HIM* 1.30 to 700

of
DE

irle,

el

BOYS 96" English Racer bicycle,
black with tote of chrome In top
D-7-C
ondition Phone 753-3963.

j

PIPEf3, PIPES, PIPES-Oeve him
one of the beet pipes in Western
Kentucky this Christmas. Over

CIMINO ADS GET RESULTS
• c-IWA P0 • 1.-111.“

I

r- • riE-71 L• F2ENT • SVvAP • HIRE • E3UY • SELL • RENT •

$100000 inventcry to choose hem FOR SALE OR RENT-6 unit moPriced from $250 to 2000 Hallind tel near Paris landing State Park
/
Drug,
- 1 t.)-C Baxter Perry Realty Co.. Parrs,
Terra. Telephone 901-642-5616.
I3-8-C
SIAMESE KITTENS make Christmas last all year. Registered, cham1966 GALAXIE 500. Excellent conpion lines assure quality. Health
dition, will ouneder trade. Call
Stud service, holicraY
guarantee
753-3657 after 5 p m.
D-8-C
boarding. Kayme's Cats, 753-7664.
T-P-C
M.ANY BEAUTIPU'L building sites
on this 25 acre farm with farm
ONE REPOtiSE93.SED Singer sewre:de:ice, 2 miles weal from Lynn
ing machine, Model Touch 3i Sew 86
Grove on }highway 94, only asking
console model $9 60 per month payMachine 19,00000.
menta. Stager Sewing
D-7-C BLACK TOP-100 acre farm 10
Center.
miles from Murray, liveable house.
43 aCireb well fenced. 11enda
only $125.00 per Sere.
130 ACRES with 50 acres sowed to
wisest for only $10.500.00,
250 ACRES wttli approximately 110
acres sowed in stead for $21500.
Has farmhouse.
54 ACRE FARM and reedence,
stock burn, srthga. fenced. oitlY
37,815.00
tfT1C
PRICE HAS 13MN redeced on Urban* property at 1206 Wed Main,
take a look and give rue an offer.
CLAUDE L. MILLER, Realtor,
Phone 753-5064 or 753-3050, over
Resell Drug
13-8-C

SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN

To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Office

Attention Boys!

An excellent paper route in Murray is

open. We need a good responsible boy
For this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office

SCCrITLSH TERRIER puppies A
hearty. evedy little A. K. C. Rectal.ered Scottieh puppy
l delight the
whole famdZy at Chnlettnaa and
throb:A the years. We have them.
Bell's 489-2363.
l)-8-C
ONE AKC Regtstered female PALmese, 15 Inmate, house broken,
13.4-P
$46. Call 753-8588.

Hog Market

W•firign

!*LP

FEM.

LOW COST

PAGE SEVEN

POWER SAW
used very little, OS Christmas trees. We apeclanze iii
Remington, like new, 21-inch bar, custom bar-b-queing and are now
$85.00. Call 474-E.1138.
D-9-C taking orn-rs for Christmas pat
bar-b-que ,,houkters and pa baked
1 PIECE LADIEE American Tearham. Call 753-4682, Oweaals Food
been
Call
Ilsed.
tster luggage, never
Mitt,
13-9-C
753-3410.
D-9-NC
FOR
REIN I
1964 CHEVROLET Pick-up truck,
24,000 miles, one owner. Phone 753- NOW LEASING - The
Embassy
5421 after 4:30 p. m.
I3-9-C Apartments, 106 South 12th Street,
Luxury two beciroom. Phone 753NOTICE
7614,
13-9-C

SOMEGerE '10 deliver Daily Courier Journal in Murray $26.00 per
week. Write William Sabne, 1103
Oaka Road, Paducah, Kentucky or
phone 492-4189.
13-8-C
Female

Help

Wanted

WANTED: Lois Erin tea vowing
us office, for female help
experience in typing and book:keeplug Apply to P. 0, Box 40, Murray.
Ey,
TPX1

Federal Livestock
Market Report

MURRAi. Ky. Tun Gee. 6, 1966
fieurray Livestock Auction.
CATTLE AND CALVES: 820;
HOGS: 72; SHEEP U.
Moderately active; Slaughter
Cotes steady to $0e lower; littaugliter
Calves 50e lower; Feeders oboe.i
steady; other classes about atiestr.
SLAL GH1 Lit COWS: Utillte, 1153510.75; Cutler $14.09-16.60; Gamier
112.25-1425.
SLAUGH
BULLS: Utility over
1000 ga $1925-19.75.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND VEALERS: ;Dotal and Choice 300-500 1T3
slaughter calves 618,75-9325; Choice
vealers
.3-33.73; Go.ci
30.00; Staniard
FEEDERS' Choice 750-960 lb feeder steers $2160-2.60; Gteo $1.-4,.11.kb; Choice 550-750 lb $2390-25.90;
Mixed Occd anti Onarce Ta2.110-24.50,
Gucci 121.00-23.00, Standard $19212125; HEIFERS: C-liciee 1te-720 lb
$30.75-2325; ALinci Good and Choice 619.75-2125; Good $18.Ua-20.00,
Standard $1625-1825; Mace ;1.),)
550 lb seeer culves $2525-27.26; Mixed Guod a.to (-noire 223.75-26.50
Good $22.00-24.00; Standard graort2225; QUAIL(' 360-560
Mixed Good and Choice 120.00-21.50, Good $15.25-3021,
:itemised $1850-8.50.
COW AND uss..1- . Good and Choke Cow and Calf pans 6190.00210.00.
-a•-•
"
HO(,S. Bar rows mei CrilLs .030 Hiener ;compered to last week's markFOIND
et) U. S 1-3 190-200 m
LOST: fiet.ohg glasses uh Murrtv U. B. 2-3 242-263 lb 11850-19.00;
High School vicinity. Call 753-4621. U. S. 3 315 lb $18.00. SOWS: 2-.
13-7-NC 355-450 lb $16.00
Enna/1 reward.

Platt3ONALLY STYLED roast ce- APARTMENT FOR RENT. New efouratione for any OCCafslOri custom:, ficaeneY for siilege boys. Call 753made oandles, barrages, home de- 9466 or 753-6660.
Jan, 10-NC
cor, wedding service, centerpieces.
UNFUH.NISHED
CiARAGE
party decorstions Ruth tvermeyer.
WirtRuth's Designs, 753-6505 Dec.-19-C meat, Newo, decorate(1. cicee
For single person or GuUllie Phone
750-3637.
13-13-P
MONEY PROBLEMS!!
PRIVATE ROOM and bath for college students near UlltNereaty.
Are you having protlems fl753-2672 a:tie 4.30 p. m, and all
narding a new home? Is the
day Saturday.
13-8-C
down payment a problem? If
so, wnte us about finitheing on
TILREE FURNISHED or unfurnyour new homes. We have the
mbea apartments. reasonable. Close
know how For a financial proto ouner.e. Charles Itichard.sori.
gram to meet your neede. Write:
Phone 753-5010,
1)-8-C
The Kissel' Co.
2
-BEDROOM
in
TRAILEIt
Located
12.41 S. sunset Circle
Hale's Trailer Court. In aced conIllopkinsvIlle, Ky. 42240
dition, $00 a month. Cad 753-6965.
H-ITC
WINE=kn.
maII MW
D-8-C
-—
ELECTROLUX BAUM & Service, 3-ROOM unfurniehed apartment.
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand- Private bath 9.11C1 entrance, 504 Obve.
D-13-C
ere. Phone 3112-31713 Lynnvtle, Ky. Phone 758-2712.
Dec. 29-C
ServIces
Offered
Wm' origin carpet coors
Li0 mac s,,tinat in my
10
WANT
store them with Blue Witte Rent
cal ironing. Call 753house. I
olpotric shimpxxx $1 Starts HardD-8-C
E99,
ware.
0-10-C
—
At
YOU'RE 'WELCOME at the Beeriest
beginning Wednesday, NOV. 30 at 'Pt* tane'llUrn aeo_ OWN),in
the First Assembly of God Church. nitrrakeit/on can 114 ,* slummy
&Pr
Evangelist Larry Meade is going to

Gilts, St.•,..1v; Bows. Steady
U. S. 1-2 190-210 lbs. $19 75-90 75
1Y_ S 1-3 190-230 La. 110.50-20.50;
Federal State Market News Service, U. S 2-3 235-270 lbs. 118.75-19.75,
Wed., Dec. 7, 1966 Kentucky Pur- SOWS:
chase-Area Hog Market Report, In- U S 1-2 250-350 lbs. $16.00-17 00;
eludes 7 Buying Stations.
U. S. 1-3 350-460 MS, 116.00-16 00:
Reoeipts 425 Head, Barrows and U. S. 2-3 450-600 IN. $14.00-15.00.
- —

FIRSt TEENAGE EXHIBITOR from West Germany at the International LJvestock Show in Chicago is Erika Themg. 17,
from Hamburg who grooms her Mack Angus, Heim Erika
is an exchange student at Muscatine, lowa, high school.

— AUCTION SALE —
Ceinplete Disocrsal of Registered Angus Cattle
Wednesday, December 14, 11:00 a.m.
Location: 2 Mlles Noith of Guthrie, Ky., on U.S. Hwy. 41
42 Cows - The majoiby of these cows have calves
by their side, some calves will sell off

$275,000 was up for grabs --fatally in
weir,
ew

0
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tell how be was asked to "leave"
college because of Gods special
blessing upon lion. Pastor Webb
wants you to feel at home when
you come to hear Bro kteacie.
Where at? That's at S. lath and
Glendale Rd., Murray.
1)-10-C

2 Herd Bulls (extra good)
10 Pure Bred Angus Steers
IA Reentered Heifers Open
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR PUREBRED
AND COMMERCIAL BREEDERS ALIKE
Cattle Bang Tested and C. V.
Owners: ENIZASSY FARMS - M. T. Curtin (Estate)
Sale at Farm Under Tent

s2100-23.00.

rh.

Wrao

17 Bred Heifers

105, &

WEST Khi. LAND & AUCTION

(o.

519i Weber Street - Hopkihsville, Ky.
or James (Buck) Hightower, Eikton, Ky., at 26522292
Aectioneers: Stanley Fritz & Harold Cox
EiLton 265-2719
Hop. 885-3117
"Auctions Aie Or Business, Not SidelLie

8PLOIAL-$1.00 and under Christmas gilts. Itiosl stocking Muffera,
HaLand Drugs, east side of court

W:EN- SE ts,"45 ‘•-•71.-'7
HEVER FEtT
iWkD
6000 PW-51Tair

squate.

_
SPECIAL NOTICE, Wanted: Alt
types tree work, Buford Marsh,
Rasite1,....Allarar KJ, 702--3KK
Jan. 10-C

.

.

REDUCE SATE. eimpia sad feet
with Goltese tablets. Otuy Wig. Hol14-0-8-C
land Dri•gs
JI.ThrY

RECEIVED

large
- - -

t.1

seieetaan

LET'S GET OUR
WEIGHT AND FORTUNE
Is••••••

,
WEIGHT
AND
FORTUNE

NOT ON
TI-IAT
SCALE

WHY
PAY
FIVE
ENTS

WEIGHT
AND
FORTUNE
COOKIE

CRIMggri'
RESTAURANT

,
1ns
t

64 lbs sin. 1,1 .•••••••• 11•••• • ono

siivirsosyars

Th.. x

I

•

•

•

C
E A 6000100x. WE'RE
WE LIVE IN A DUMP.
POOR
THAT WHAT YOU Cd3/BE SNOOPING
AROUND FOR r

TALK PRIVATELY?'

"We

About, Sadie HawKins Day
STOP THE RACEn— THERE t•AA/ BE MORE ELIGIBLE

SACHELORS THAN `/OU TH I MK—
THOSE. WHO'VE_ BEEN
MARRIED ILLEGALLY!!

!SE
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Mr-

Get Most From
Land Extension
Agent Says

TIJMNA

JAN 4-4)PPEE VOL'A
PRESIDENT vAMIOGO
OuSite, ,N FAVOR Of
GOVERNMENT
Aguilar
al.GlEtta

r-

JAN 1--CIENTITAL
AFRICAN IMMIX
PRESIDENT DACK0
OUSTID SY alair
COW* DOKASth

4.!
sutUltrtatets

The treatest opportuntty for Increased arricukural moon* in the
Purchase ExItniran Area is the use
of all agrioultural land resources
acrordine to their capabilities, awe
W K Ftotiertscn Ares Exteallon
Arent in Agronomy.
If sll egricultural land In the
Purchsse area was cropped at it%
highest potentL,baje lity and if

%MEOW
i
4.20
usialn:tway .
SIERRA
' COAST;
LEONE
k.
•

r......"-1.
,\
•
COMM
(
•e
e
.
•,.... ASWAN W.
—..---k
—
I C44111100ii

, il.
•i i
i la

TOGO

RIO NIL/MI

?

FIB 24 GNANA S
PIE-SOHO NKR.JkaAm
OUSTED II Misty
COUP GIN ANKRA•
GOVERNMENT
•Ay

•Ot effusuc
0

OPINE
CONGO

Marine

1

• ,,, ; KENYA

I

.0
r...)

and crop management practices
sere 'olionved VI 8 minion 'could
be 8-idee, to the present Awardbanal income in this 8 county Area.
sev, 14r RIbert•rn.
Geneve D Corder. Extension Soils
Snecienst. Tiruvernity of Kentucky
reports that if the present papule:ern growth rage in the United
States continues. it Is asthas'ed
that en actietinnal $10 bildron worth
of f-x-d will he needed by 1976.
3.fr Itcbertson urges all farmers
1
in the Purchase Area to *art planning their farming programa now
In iret their fair share of this $10

TANZAtTitA
IAN I S--te.:.1 CIA
etENOENT SALINA
ASSASSINATED,
GIN •Guivi.itoetu
TAKES LEADERSHIP

NYASALAND

MAJ GIN
GOrsON TAtES OYU

NOV 2S—RAI1U1401'S
1TLYIIAR-OLD KING
NTARE wt10 OUSTED
MIS FATHER IN Aar
DRPOSIO IT MAU
eliseSTES AND ARMY

AFRICA RISJNG AGAIN AND AGAIN
ID Nigeria—for the ir.711

-r- e t.

:•••il

there have been 17 coupe or atpen :ern nations.

&lunch, lunch or
• • •••
.
.• •.
••.• •

END

enterprise
A heavy intestatita ittbe Southwestern Darn sorer is cawing gorie.t.
dassee to this year% eight nalon
,e
.
dultrr Dorn crop in the eight Jai
lOtt Purelime sountias. itWOW gitia
lux strove the ground
arid c.,es corn oaths to Week Off
near the ground
Ernone-lognits Irani the University of Kerrocky and the Gruverrety of lelmoun have been surveyint th. karat atuation, grid they
retawt that the nsast affective conni- ra to card corn
trol Is for
usulg good cultural practicear before May tenth If a bison taintl•xn ot the noutherestern Cant
Borer le pesent at early hews&

the
lunch or supper main dish 01181eis
Ithe bade ingredblolt of thee h ranch.
CO011iED
saldilligra them
eaillan. catsup and mustard and
syrup.
maple
musage.
flavors of saisised
ries ass la mead
regular WON salts or perbolkoil
as the dila bakes Drown.

am.dm&

Sy JOAN 011RUVIIII
mustard) for this
CHRISTMAS dining seems catsup and
rice blends these
The
dish.
ciock.
to run around the
as
flaws and mellows them
as guests come and go and as
Mixture bakes.
a
(inlays
the family. itself.
Ant ltAriE FONDIr.
usual
more - carefree - than 1 lb sausage meat
schedule
2 tbsp minced onion
today*
With this In mind.
. c chopped pimiento
1
aeleted bebeen
have
recipes
iv tsP pepper
approcause they re equally
1 tap dry mustard
oe
lunch
brunch,
for
priate
1 tap salt
late supper
pkg. frozen
1 I TO ox
Prepared And
mixed vegetables or 1
Sausage Fendue can be
c grated process
partially prepared ahead, then
cheese
finished off and &Deemed to
12 slices enriched bread,
bake slowly for 1 '• hours
crusts removed
Sausage
Flavored
bt•p I•eggs. beaten
6
advantege,
and Ince has Mx
3 c milk
is
used
rice
the
t.0. because
2 tap. Worcestershire
cooked rice that can be readSauce
advance.
ied in
strips pirr.iento
partners
food
unuitual
Two
4 slices stuffed
maple
smoked sauesure and
are combined
syrup

In a
savory way along with some
toalonit
seasonings
robust

IRRIRRIag

brcwr110111.

ill lightly

.r.to senall
pieces Drain off the teem fat.
Add onion, pima ito. pepper, mustard and half the
salt.
Cook vegetables ICCorditti
bare.
to Rag
ly tender, drain and add to

ROUND

sausage

Cool

Arrange half the bread
slices In a greased S x 12-in,
Spread
baking dish
oblong
as usage mixture ”ver bread
closely

Cover

slices

frigerate

bread

remaining

with

Top

and

ALL
Sire 5sc

3 27c
iga
r
;
R
R

Coconut
Bananas
Celery

LUX LIQUI1

Giant 59c Lettuce

DOVE

Giant

DOVE 1101110

Giant

—

— King

49c
59c

_

WISK

a

.1••••••

Won
the
&gun

$1.19

.•••••••••
0
.

House

1-

CRACKERS

lb. 35'

Flavor -Kist

Foleer's - lb.

u:r1 'Ire to io can got a ittle
150 Sandwich
.
nasty at OMNI
Baas

lb

LUX SOAP-..

69'

CHERRY PIE FILLING _

re-

Fruit Cake
?
59c

2 FOR
5c

39*

Tele
flour
Pc
vacu

The,
who
my
but

Hunt's Fruit-r24 can
45' Cocktsil

3 11

•

R idda
15-0/.

MAPsHMAT IOW CRPME
can

Retie Vienna
e
,
Sausas

3 II

2 '49* Pear*

Kelly-Chili

Fran
purct
of
plan
fins

29c

Cloverleaf

desired
To complete

KELL1i

Combine beatsalt
en eggs. milk. remaining
saw-e.
Worrestenthire
and
stand
pour over casserole, let
about 10 Min.

DRY

sr,

15-Or

This

39s

MILK

We Pk* Sliced. 32-ot
35* Biscuits

Dills

pan of

nicely browned.
Garnish with pimiento and

le

lcg, TURKEYS 59
'
39c SNOWDRIFT _
3 Lbs. 75° Produce
10e

One

Csagratulailons to Sandy Lilly so
hang named setrec5r7-4rears5ser
r
...f the
at iles
C.Y-111
, Vandelnk Sch.a...1it illedictne
She a on. of thr-e gtris Indro
an I sac elected to tilts
or.

STUFFED Bt rILESALL

STEAK

Wildernents

Page

59Fb

overnight, if this is

large

In
Cook sausage meat
medium heat un-

skillet over

OsatIntsed rs.so

79Fb HAMS

SIRLOIN

Duty

Strietrnann's Titan

35Fb
39Fb
c
99

•

TENDERIZED, SMOKED

STEAK

r.•'me

Heavy

__

BOSTON BUTT

Crackers _ _ 29* Coffee _ _

with fork to break

Set baking dish in
Rini.- oven.
Itot. water. Bake in
325- r. for itit lint or until

green olive

ifIN II HEM

49°
59°

CENTER

CUTS

69,,

•0
••
••
6.0 0
• ••0.•

59

Chestnut Bacon
Pork Chops
Ground Beef
Pork Roast
1-Bone Steak

C
lb

CUTS

Thr• Pool for Freedom legisbillion
that wa-: recently enacted by Conarms offers an andnional income
opportuntty for all American farmers &We gran crops will make
up the bulk of the fools dhIppod
to foreign outtntries under thb Act,
grain prOcillittion should be a won...able enterprise for farmers who
have lard suited for production of
the' e crops.
Farmers in the Purchase arm
grew !SSW° acre% of corn for grain,
wheat, and soybeans In 1963 Then'
are the crops Mat most likely will
be in greatest demand for capon
as food. Farmers in this area could
grow 170600 acres it these crops
and still follow good hurl one and
caiservaticn mcotices. $31.8 million
couid be added to the ogre:Wng
income in the Purchase Area by
growing the kitta• acreage at these
One Quart
amps and ay fancering good praLiquid
! cluction praaces.
$dr Robert:ism rec-arnrnerids that
Area
— FROZEN —
every fanner in the Purchase
determine what crops he can praTV
Dinners
duce most economically by making
, Pre-Baked Waffles
, an mventcry of tins land resource
, and ten-n grow three cane for whinn
In re iS time mist profitable market
or that provides the tn* balsered
feeding program for his livestock

coverrirnent overthrow makes six—two

.

Oordsui,

reN.snmended
r.4.buquivOi',

•••

3 25*

TAT.

morn
h.u1
same

•

Corn Beef Hash 39c

This

Dixie Relic

CRACKERS

1 -lb. 19'

-

olive.

Del Monte

Serves S.
Note.. If cheese MI substituted for vegetables. add it
it
to the sausage and arrange
over bread slices
MAPLE TIAVORIDD
siAtaArGE AND KWIC
lbe emnied. sausage
link'
1 c
c

Prunes

cooked rice
Cook •au•ag• In small
covered
amount of water in
pan

for

10

min

Drain; rut

pieces.
retraining ingren

sausage Into 2l1 -in.

Bakens
A re.-Tfran Time of
lud.ng sauaage meat onion

good things In,
A VARIVET of
nds,oivogotables, enriched bre-.41
_

Fondue
make Sausage

NAZI C4$UG141— Hocit Schumann,former AllaChtViti cOncentratIon camp

doctor

Pillsbury

CAKE

CAKE MIX

DECORATOR

sands of inmates,. arrives in
e'renkfurt„

West

Germany,

top

Nkrumah

Bake 30 to 40 min.

at 350* F

Serves 6.

59'

%here he was brought

while

Nkrurnah

of Ghana, and
thus enjoyed protection, but
after Nkrumah was ousted,
Schumann was extrainted.
was president

ORANGE SLICES

39'

Beef Stew

39c

Pyrex 29c

teo
cATsuP

a

A

By
mo
We
throu
a to
aften
Pride
Chan

en11.01

tlzI. 190

ac-

cused in the death of thou-

from
Ghana. Schumann was the
pers mat phyncian of Kwam•

Giver

35*

Old Fashion - IN -or.

greased 2-qt
dicnta TUrn into
on
casserole Arrange sausage

Combine
•
•••
•
"
4
.

_ _

es

c maple syrup
mustard
prepared
1 Up
1 tap. liquid ',Mike

c.

29* Raisins

29'

catsup

WI-

Del Monte - 15-oz

Pillsbury

chipped onion

1 tsp. salt
i5 tap PerDer

11 .or

early

tongl
this
Wald
an i
High

StraVe

JOHNSON'S

'Tem Food
for
Fine Folks"
Ms flitwa•e•• This
tight In lAnall

atterr
cent
—

Ti

eridin

Ker
'45111W
(-Is? ns

Box
below

Situ

